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ABsrRAcr
This review concentrateson those features of dog-whelk biology that are amenable
to field study-feeding, predation, breeding, response to environmental stimuli and
variation in shell characters. It was written to help students interpret the results of
their fieldwork by providing the essentialbackground information. But above all, the
intention was to stimulate further investigations, for dog-whelks are excellent subiects for student projects. As the title suggests,this work is concerned primarily with
the Atlantic species,Nucella lapillus, but information on other speciesin the genus is
included where available.

Apolocra
ON arrival at Dale Fort Field Centre (overlooking Milford Haven) in 1963,I found John
Barrett's staff using a project on their A-level biology courses involving the comparison
of dog-whelk shells from exposed and sheltered shores.The results were repeatable,were
unaffected by the seasonor the weather, and could be "explained" without difficulty. It
was, in short, a "good" student proiect. Promoted to the Leonard Vills Field Centre in
1967,I was surprised (and not at all delighted) to find that the project did not "work" in
the same way on Somerset shores.The dog-whelks are the same-or are they?
And thar is where mv storv reallv starts.
INrRooucrroN
Irlucella Roding (1797) is a genus of predatory gastropod molluscs (snails) of rocky sea
shores. Although the type species,N. lapillus, is found in the North Atlantic the other
five live in the North Pacific (seeAppendix l).
Nucella lapillus is an excellent subject for projects. Dog-whelks are conspicuous, are of
a convenient size (usually between 20 and 35 mm long), comparatively long-lived, harmless to man, of no commercial importance, widely distributed and common. It would be
difficult to confuse adults with any other speciesin the North Atlantic. Individuals are
easily marked-you can write on the shell with a pencil, paint numbers on it or saw
grooves into the aperture. Adults are easy to keep in aquaria for they rarely climb out if
well-treated, and will breed freely in captivity. The equivalent of larval stagesare completed within an egg capsule so that the young emerge at the crawling stagewhen they are
easily visible to the naked eye and can be fed in captivity. At all ages,dog-whelks feed on
discrete, easily identifiable, macroscopic sedentary prey (upon which they remain for
many hours or days) which not only renders predator/prey investigations in the field
possible but also facilitates the maintenance of these animals in aquaria. Above all, they
lend themselvesto a study of variation and the morphological responseof a speciesto
environmentalselectionDrocesses.
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not of itself suggest lines of further investigation, Appendix 5 may be consulted. But that
list is very far from being exhaustive and does not touch on the much wider range of
topics possible if aquarium facilities are available.
There is an extensive list of referencesso that the paper may aiso serve as an introduction to the literature about these animals. Particular emphasis is given to three aspectsof
N. lapillus biology; prey and predators, life history, and variability. The paper concludes
with some speculations about the history of the specieswhich inevitably raises questions
about relationships within the genus Nucella.
Fooo aNo FEruNc
Nucella is a slow moving carnivore of essentially sedentary prey. In most places most
individuals will be found feeding on barnacles or mussels, but a wide variety of other
molluscs may be attacked on occasion(Table 1). All Muricaceans (seeAppendix I for the
classification)that have been studied closely appear to feed in a similar manner (Carriker,
l98l).

Table 1. Food of Nts.cellalapillus
Annelids
Spirorbidae (m)
Barnacles
S emiba lanus balanoides(a,b,c,f,l,m,mn,o)
C ht hamalus montagui (a,f)
C hthamalus stellatus (,a,1
C ht hamalus species(c,l,m)
E lminius modestus(.a,b,l)
Bdldnus crenatus(a,D
Baldnus improxisus (a)
Balanus perforatus (.11
Pollicipes polymeras (a: in Portugal)
Molluscs
Common Dogwhelk
Common limpet
Common Topshell
Purple Topshell
Edible Winkle
Flat Winkle
Flat Winkle
Rough rWinkle

Nucella lapillus-cannibalism-(a,l)
Patella xulgata (.a)
Monodonta lineata (a)
Gibbula cineraria (a)
Littorina littorea (a)
Littorina obtusata(a,o)
Littorina fabalis (a)
Littorina saxatilis(l)
Hydrobia ulaae I
Otina oaata (l)

common
Musser

y:,':::'::;':;it''^"t
Hiatella arctica (o)

Common Cockle

Cerastoderma edule (mn)

Common Oyster

Ostrea edulis (f,h)

Kev: (a) author; (b) Barnett (1979); (c) Connell (1961); (l) Frerter and Graham
( 1 9 8 5 ) ;( h ) H a n c o c k ( 1 9 6 0 ) ;( l ) L a r g e n ( 1 9 6 7 a ) ;( m ) M o o r e ( 1 9 3 6 ) 1 9 3 8 r ) ;( m n )
M o r g a n ( 1 9 7 2 ) ;( o ) O s b o r n e ( 1 9 7 7 ) .
Note: Littorina nomenclature follows Smith (1982).

paralysing it by injecting a narcotic. The dog-whelk then inserts its proboscis and
secretesdigestive enzymes into the body, subsequently sucking up a rich "soup". The
process of extra-cellular digestion means that they are liquid feeders and produce very
little in the way of solid faeces.The faecal pellets are very small, 200 x 100 pm (Fretter &
Graham, 1985), and are not a useful indication of the food ingested.
a. Shellpenenation
The process of shell penetration is variously called "drilling" or "boring" in the
literature. To my mind the process of "drilling" involves rotation; shell penetration in
gastropods does not-so I will use "boring".
Aristotle is credited with the first written record of the fact that certain marine
predatory gastropods obtain their food through the holes they excavate in their prey.
Speculation about the mechanism of shell penetration has continued ever since and the
literature is full of contrary opinions. The earlier workers thought that the boring was
achieved simply by the mechanical scraping action of the radula (see Fretter & Graham,
1962), but it is now realised (Carriker, l98l) that the boring process involves a
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Drawing of a mussel shell, 35 mm long, bored by N. /apil/as

combination of mechanical and chemical activity. Chemical softening is effected by the
secretion of enzymes, carbonic anhydrase in particular which attacks the organic matrix
of the shell, from an Accessory Boring Organ (ABO) situated in the sole of the foot
towards the anterior end (Table 2: see Webb and Saleuddin, 1977). The shape of the
resulting hole (Fig. 1) reflects the shape of the ABO and not of the radula, which plays a
comparatively minor role in the mechanical removal of shell fragments. It may also
determine when the hole is complete.
Accounts of the boring behaviour (e.g. Fretter and Graham , 1962, p. 245; Fretter and
Graham, 1985; Carriker, 1969, for Urosalpinr) describe how the animal alternately places
the ABO in the hole and then makes a few rasps with the radula. In Urosalpinx, short
periods of rasping (40-60 seconds)alternate with long periods (25-30 mins) of chemical
attack. Fretter and Graham (1962) quote figures that suggest a rate of boring into limpet
(Patella) shells of 0.175mm per hour but no details are given of the relative sizes of
predator and prey, or of the temperature.
Nucella has to bore all but the smallest mussels, but an adult dog-whelk can usually
inject the narcotic between the opercular plates of a barnacle to relax the prey without
boring (Carriker, l98l). Young whelks, however, do have to bore large barnacles.They
often attack through the opercular plates but sometimes bore through the, much thicker,
wall plates near their base.Perhaps their proboscesare not long enough to reach the most
succulent parts of the prey by any other means.
b. Prey paralysis
According to Carriker (1981), secretions of the hypobranchial gland contain
pharmacologically-active esters of choline. In N. lapillus, the principal constituent is
urocyanylcholine. This has marked hypertensive effects as well as a neuromuscular
blocking action. Fretter and Graham (1962), on the other hand, thought the sole function
of the hypobranchial gland was to produce a glairy slime to cement particles together as
they are swept out of the mantle cavity-despite their recognition of urocyanylcholine in
the secretion.Over twenty yearslater (1985),they were still dubious about its function.
It is an extract from the hypobranchial gland that was used to produce purple
dyes-the tyrian purple of the ancients-see Appendix 2.
According to Palmer (1983) Nucella lamellosa employs its narcotic against barnacles
but not against mussels.

FrG.2.
the lengthof the shell.RedrawnafterCarefoot( I 977)
ln Nucellathe proboscisis approximately

c. Feeding
"Oh that this too too solid flesh would melt"
(Shakespeare:
Hamlet. Act ii, scene2)
The proboscis can be extended to a length roughly equal to that of the whelk's own
shell (Fig. 2). Should it be lost or damaged, it can be regenerated quickly. In Nucella the
hole bored through the victim's shell is large enough to take the proboscis, and the whelk
does not need to alter position on its prey once the hole is completed. This is not the case
in at least one speciesof the related genus Thais wlrricli'has to shift position after iniecting
the narcotic and feeds at the gaping edge of the victim's shell (Carriker, l98l).
It is obviously impractical to have bulky salivary glands in the slender retractile
proboscis and they lie at its inner end, anterior of the cerebral commissure. In most
prosobranchs, the saliva lacks any digestive function, being predominantly mucous and
functioning as a lubricant for the food collecting and swallowing activities of the
animal. The carnivorous whelks, however, secrete several proteolytic enzymes (Fretter
and Graham,1962).
Prey Selection
Throughout its geographical range, Nucella lapillus has a choice of prey species. It
follows that the snails show a pattern of prey selection. Such patterns raight be based on
prey size, prey distribution, prey abundance or prey value. In reality, it is probably a
combination of two or more of these and doubtless changes as the animal grows, for a
wider choice is availableto larser individuals.
1 . Prey Abundance
Nucella might be expected to select its prey in a frequency dependentmanner; that is, to
feed indiscriminately upon the various potential prey species,taking them in their order
of occurrence. Very few animals actually do this.
Alternatively, we might expect the predation-pattern to show a form of apostaticselection (Clarke, 1962): the dog-whelks choosing the most frequently encountered of the
potential prey species.This is well known for predators (especially birds) which form a
searching image; see, for example, Cooper (1984). The argument runs as follows-when
you enjoy an item of food you search for another one like it, only accepting an alternative
ifyou are unsuccessful. Ifyou like the alternative you search for another like that, and so

It may be that Morgan (1972) observed apostatic selection by N.lapillus between the
acorn barnacle Semibalanusbalanoidesand the cockle Cerastodermaedule at Old Den in
the mouth of the Humber, UK. When barnacles were common, the dog-whelks fed on
barnacles. When they were not, they switched to cockles (although it took some time for
them to learn the technique of shell penetration). lVhen the barnacle population
recovered, they switched back. Murdoch (1969) attempted to induce similar switching in
I{. emarginata. He found that when the predator shows a strong preference for one prey,
as N. emarginata does for Mytilus edulis over M. californianus, no amount of laboratory
training will alter this. Even when the preference is weak, the switch will not occur unless
there has been time for the predators to learn how to handle the other (now abundant)
species.
Some animals, for example the mice studied by Greenwood et al. (1984), have been
shown to exhibit anti-apostatic selection; choosing the rarer food items in preference to
the commoner.
2. Prey Value
There is no a priori reason to suppose that all of the potential prey speciesare equally
acceptableto a predator. The whelks may show/requency independentselection, choosing
their favourite food regardlessofthat species'relativeabundance.
Anala (1974) thought that mussels should be the preferred prey for N. lapillus as they
offered a richer source of food than barnacles;4.844 k cal g 1 dry weight compared with
3.827. But that does not take into account the effort required to obtain that benefit. Carefoot ( 1977), considering the feeding habits of the Pacific N . lamellosapredating mussels,
Mytilus edulis,or acorn barnacles,Balanus glandula, in the laboratory, did not make that
mistake. He found:

The energy yield from a 40 mm mussel

dry weight of
edible parts

..
^

calorific value of
the dry flesh

time expended
1
0.2 gx 4.5 kcal.g-

60 hr
: l5 caloriesper hour
The energy yield from a 0.8 ml barnacle

0.06gx4.6kcal.g-l
12hr
: 23 caloriesper hour

So Nucella lamellosamight be expected to select B . glandula in preference to M . edulis
on the shore. But, as Carefoot points out, it is not as simple as that. Shell thickness varies
greatly within speciesand calorific values vary with the size, age, and reproductive state
of the prey as well as with the seasonof the year. Palmer (1983) used growth rate as the
most direct method of assessingreal prey value to Nucella emarginata.But for N. lapillus,
which does not grow as an adult (p. 307), this could only be used for immatures.
Most published accounts say that Nucella (all species)feeds on barnacles and mussels,
but they differ about which is the preferred prey. Much of this confusion has been caused

Connell (1961) showed that N. lapillus in the Clyde (W. Scotland) fed on Semibalanus
balanoides, ignoring Chthamalus montagui [Connell didn't use those names, but see
Rainbow ( 1984)]. He thought this was mainly a matter of size, but the preference holds in
other places (e.g. The Bristol Channel) where the two barnacles are more evenly matched
in this respect. Around Cape Cod, Massachusetts,N. lapillus feeds on S. balanoidesto the
total exclusion of C. fragilis (Crothers, 1983a).
Barnett (1979) showed N. lapillus to select S. balanoidesin preference to Elminius
modestusin the laboratorv. This observation mav be readilv confirmed on Pembrokeshire
shores(Table 3).

Table 3. Prey preferencesshown by N. lapillus in West Anglia Bay
(Milford Haven). Student data (Colchester Girls' SchoolI supplied by
Mr. F. Bunker of Orielton Field Centre.

Prey Species

S. balanoides aduhs
S. balanoides spat
Eliminus modestus
Chthamalus montagui
Chthamalusstellatus

Prey Species

S. balanoides aduhs
S. balanoides sp\t
Eliminus modestus
Chthamalus montagul
Chthamalus stellatus

'Z) present

7.6
'77
.7
\t.7
2.6
0.3

"4 present

37.4
54.7
7.3
0.5
0.1

May 1982
'f , eaten
meandensity
1.7
r t.)
2.6
0.6
0.1

52.5
7.5
37.5
2.5
0

May 1983
'2, eaten
meandensity'

9.2
13.5
1.8
0.1
0.1

7 7. 9
0
22.1
0
0

no. ealen

21

)
15
I
0

no. eaten

i1
0
2l
0
0

In the extreme southwest of England, N. lapillus very definitely selectsmussels in preference to barnacles (which are almost entirely E. modestus,C. montagui and C. stellatus)
restricting their distribution in some places. The reverse pattern to this is seenwhere the
barnacles are S. balanoidesand it is they that are sometimes restricted to a high-level band
(Plate la).*
I conclude that most Nucella lapillus usually favour Semibalanus balanoides over
Balanus species over Mytilus edulis over Elminius modestusover Chthamalzs species.On
the Pacific Northwest coast of America, Palmer (1983) showed that N. canaliculata, N.
emarginata and (to a lesser extent) N.lamellosa favour small Semibalanuscariosus over
Balanus glandula ovet Mytilus edulis over Chthamalus dallii. So the pattern is much the
same in both oceans.
rFootnote added in proof: see also Hughes & Drewett (1985).

areas where Semibalanusis rare or absent-for example, Southwest England-various
speciesof winkles, topshells and limpets are frequently attacked. In other places, these
animals are left unmolested. u7ith no barnacles or mussels to be seen, almost the entire
dog-whelk population on cape Enrage (New Brunswick, canada) was feeding on young
edible winkles Littorina littorea in November l98l (Crothers, 1983a).Yet Morgan (1g72)
wrote that British East Coast N.lapillus refused to attack L. littorea even when starved
for 4 months.
All the above may be modified by:
3. Prey Size
For each given size of predator there will be an optimum size of prey. Above and below
that size there will be a poor return for effort-either the gain is not worth bothering
about, or it is achieved at too great a cost. In Nucella, this has only been observed at the
upper end of the scale. Mussels, Mjtilus edulis, appear to be safe from Nucella attack
above a length of 40 mm. The optimal mussel size for a 30 mm dog-whelk seems ro be
about 20 mm (Bayne and Scullard, 1978). At many sheltered sites on the \West Coast of
Scotland, N.lapillus may be observed feeding on S. balanoidessettled on rhe shells of
large mussels without ever attacking the bivalves at all. Semibalanuscariosus, in the
Pacific,quickly reachesa size unacceptableto Nucella.In Britain, it is unusual to see.V.
lapillus attacking large individuals of Balanus perforatus whilst small ones are taken
readilv.

Prey Detection
In the related oyster drtll Urosalpinx cinerea, Pratt (1967) found that a starved snail
would move away from other starved individuals, but towards ones which had recently
fed. It is not known whether triucella shows a similar pattern of behaviour, but the two
generaare very similar in many other respects.

Prey Consumption
The feeding process takes quite a long time, depending of course on the sizes of the
individuals concerned and various environmental factors, such as temperature (see
p. 303). I,{. lapillus will usually spend at least a day on each prey item and in some
instances the time may be nearer a week. Connell (1970) found that the Pacific Nucella
took t hr to bore through large barnacles,about 70u,, of their total feeding time. A similar
thaid, Acanthina punctulata, requires t hr to bore into winkle (Littorina) shells and a
further l4hr to consume them (Menge, 1978) whilst the American oyster drill,
Urosalpinx cinerea,in Britain takes at least 2 days to bore oyster shells (Hancock, 1960).
Data given by Largen (1967a) and Bayne and Scullard (1978) can be interpreted to
suggesta mean annual consumption of between l5 and 40 musselsper dog-whelk. Fretter
and Graham (1962) mention a feeding rate of 0.5 mussels per day whilst Anala (1974)
gives 0.59 mussels per day. Such differences are doubtless influenced by the size of the
mussels compared to that of the dog-whelks. A N. lapillus of dry weight 120mg (shell

P L A T El a .
The shore west of Mioness on mainland Shetland. Selective predationby Nucella appears to have restricted the
barnacle Semibalanus balanoides to a narrow band near the hish water mark.

Prern lb.
Four N. lapillus "crav,tlaways" newly hatched from their capsules and commencing to feed on small barnacles,
Elminius modeslus.

Similar interpretations from Largen's data suggest that the comparable figure for
barnaclesis around 300. This is of the same order of magnitude as Connell's (1961)
observation that N. lapillus could manage l.l S. balanoidesa day in summer) whilst consuming fewer at other times (Table 4). Anala (1974) recorded feeding rates up to2.4 S.
balanoidesper day, but this seemsexceptional and presumably involved young barnacles.
Bayne and Scullard (1978) also found feeding to be most intense in summer. Largen
(1967b) investigated the effect of temperature on feeding: at 20"C, the whelks averaged l6
barnaclesor 0.7 of a mussel per week whilst at l5'C the figures were 10.2 and 0.4
respectively.
Rather surprisingly, the time spent boring and ingesting a meal does not vary very
much for whelks of different sizes. The difference lies in the time the animal spends
resting between meals (Bayne and Scullard, 1978). Similarly, Anala (1974) found no correlation between N. lapillus shell length and the time taken for it to penerrate mussel or
barnacle shells. There was, however, a positive correlation between mussel shell length
(and, presumably, thickness) and penetration time.
Table 4. Seasonal changes in the abundance and activity o/ Nucella lapillus
Jeeding
on Semibalanus balanoides on the open rock surface at Millport,
l953-55
(afterConnell,1961)
July-September

Nucel/a population density
'); of the time spent
feeding

63
60

October-December

48
46

Jmuary-March

l4
t3

April-June

35
30

The effect of Nucella predation on shore cornrnunities
Menge (1976)' investigating the community interactions on rocky shores in New
England, concluded that:
L In relatively benign environments, predation is the dominant biological interaction
that structurescommunities.
2. Increased harshness in physical conditions initially reduces the importance of
predation (by reducing the effectiveness of predators). This increases the
importance of competition as a structuring agent.
3. Vith even greater environmental rigour, harshness itself is a major direct cause of
community structure.
In Britain, the sites where N. lapillus most clearly dominates the distribution of its prey
species are usually "relatively benign", being of intermediate exposure. For example,
Gore Point (Somerset), where the dog-whelks confine mussels to a small area of the beach
influenced by the outflow of a small freshwater stream (Fig. 3), is right in the middle of
the exposure gradient-Grade 5 on Ballantine's (1961) exposure scale(Crothers, 1976).
The extent to which a predator can dominate its prey musr depend in part upon rheir
relative abundance, and the following records are of interest in this context. At Millport,
in the summer of 1949,Barnes and Powell (1950; quoted by Connell, l96l) recordedN.
lapillus at 150 m-2, akhough this density had dropped to between 3 and,25m-2 by the
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distribution of mussels where a freshwater stream flows across
the shore at Gore Point in Vest Somerset. A plot of student data
(Newman College, Preston) taken with a 5 m regular sampling grid,
assessingabundance on a five-point scale. Fresh water runs down
th€ shore from top right to bottom left. The red. zlgz Corallina is
particularly intolerant of lowered salinities and thus, by its absence,
serves as a useful indicator of brackish conditions. Dog-whelks are
unable to feed in the brackish water. Their distribution pattern also
rings the mussel patch; so that the stream offers Mytilus a refuge
from Nucella predation. From Wilson, Crothers & Oldham (1983).
Reproduced by permission of The Institute of Biology.

also quoted by Connell, l96l) gavea maximum of 3l m- 2 at MTL whilst Moore's (1938)
figures reach 200 m- 2 in Cornwall.
Even at much lower densities, N. lapillus must be one of the most important
invertebrate predators on North Atlantic rocky shores. Not surprisingly, its distribution
on any shore reflects the distribution ofits favoured prey, subject to the effects ofpredation, desiccationand other physiological stresses,such as salinity and cold (seep. 303).
Over most of its geographical range, the middle shore acorn barnacle Semibalanus
balanoides is the favoured food; where S. balanoides is scarce or absent, Nucella
distribution reflectsthe availability of mussels,limpets or winkles.

Pnroerons
To the human palate, even one attuned to "sea food", dog-whelks are distasteful
(Major W. W. Ker, personal communication), presumably becauseof the hypobranchial
and other secretionsassociatedwith shell penetration. But not all would-be predators are
similarly discouraged and various birds, crustaceans,and fish are known to feed on them
(Table 5).
1. Birds
Moore (1938a) believed the oystercatcher, Haematopusostralegus,to be the main avian
predator and Feare (1967) suggestedthat "a large proportion" of the estimated 69oo of
adult N. lapillus mortality on the Yorkshire coast in the winter of 1965-66 was due to
these birds. Predation concentrated on individual whelks feeding on the open rock surface. Oystercatchers avoid aggregations (see below). Despite all the above, Feare
(197lc-quoted by Cramp et al., 1983) did not regard dog-whelks as an important food
source for oystercatchers in England-the low successrate of attempts to break dogwhelk shells, coupled with the small quantity of food eventually obtained, renders it an
uneconomical prey. Limpets are more attractive. In Iceland, however, where limpets are
scarce or absent, dog-whelks are a much more important source of food to the
oystercatcher (referencesin Cramp et al.,1983).
On the coast of Maine, Colton (1916) found a colony of herring gulls, Larus argentatus,
predating the local dog-whelks very heavily, but this is not normally the case. In Britain,
the gulls certainly take a few, seeHarris (1965), but Cramp et al. (1983) did not consider
them a sufficiently important part of the gull's diet to warrant mention by name. Feare
(1967) never saw gulls take them.
Eider ducks, Somateria mollissima,take dog-whelks, along with the mussels on which
both are feeding, in southeastern Norway (Cramp et al., 1977) and Shetland (personal
observation). The duck leave small piles of finely-crushed mussel shells at their favoured
resting sites, amongst which the dog-whelk shells-which remain entire-are very conspicuous. Like the herring gull, eider can only take dog-whelks that are small enough to
be swallowedwhole.*
Whilst oystercatchers, gulls and eiders take adult I,{ucella, many other birds will eat
juveniles; rock pipits, Anthus spinoletta,turnstones, Arenaria interpres,and purple sandpipers, Calidris maritima, in particular. Feare (1967, 1970a) found C. maritima to be the
iAdults from the large-shelled populations (40 mm long or more, see p. 319) are probably safe
from birds.

Annelida
Eulalia xiridis

of egg capsule contents (f)

Crustacea
Lobster
Shore Crab
Velvet Swimming Crab
Edible Crab

Homarus americanus (a)
Carcinus maenas (a,f ,}:e,v)
Liocarcinuspuber (a,f,v)
Cancer pagurus (f1

Echinoderms
Starfish

Asterias tulgaris (a-in

Canada)*

Fish
Sea Scorpion
Saithe
Birds
Eider
Oystercatcher
Herring Gull
Rock Pipit
Purple Sandpiper
Turnstone
Song Thrush

Taurulurus bubalis (f1
Pollachius airens (b)

S omat er i a moI li ssima (a,C)
Haematopus ostalegus (cd,D
Larus argentatus (a,b,h)
Anrhus spinoletta (f
C alidris maritima (c,f1
Arenaria interpres (f1
Turdus philomelos (u)

Key: (a) author; (b) Colton (1916); (C) Cramp er al. (1977); (c) Cramp et al.
( 1 9 8 3 ) ;( d ) D e * ' a r ( 1 9 1 0 ; 1 9 1 3 ) ;( f F e a r e( 1 9 6 7 , 1 9 7 0 , 1 9 7 1 a ) ;( h ) H a r r i s ( 1 9 6 5 ) ;
(he) Hughes and Elner (1979); (u) Venables (1936); (v) Vermeij (1976). rMay
have been scavengingan already-dead whelk.
Note: Many other waders are listed by Cramp et al. (1983) as feeding on
winkles, Lirrorlna. rVheeler (1969) lists rhe shanny, Blennius pholis, as feeding
on molluscs. They certainly take small limpets and winkles (personal observation). It would be surprising if these animals did not occasionally also take
young Nace//c.

most important predator of young dog-whelks at Robin Hood's Bay in the winter of
1965-66, accounting for most of the 909o juvenile mortality. They favoured whelks
between 2 and 5 mm long, but occasionally took individuals up to 8 mm.
2, Crustaceans
Young dog-whelks are also the most vulnerable to crab attack. Feare (I967) found that
juvenile lossesduring late summer and autumn 1966-67 were mainly due to crabs. The
figures given by Vermeij (1976) suggest that N. lapillus more than 25mr,-:,long are safe
from even large shore crabs, Carcinus maenas,and velvet swimming crabs, Liocarcinus
puber, (Table 6). Hughes and Elner (1979) gave the favoured whelk size for a large
Carcinus as 14mm, with the maximum at 27 rrrm. But these data are for fourth-year
crabs. For the commonest size classesseenon the shore, 30-50 mm carapacebreadth (see
Crothers, 1968, 1970),most dog-whelk shellsabove l5 mm are immune. The edible crab,
Cancer pagurus, is undoubtedly stronger and well able to cope with larger Nucella,but
the adults live offshore so that intertidal dog-whelks have only to contend with juveniles.
Below low water mark, predation by lobsters may be significant. Adult lobsters have no
difficulty crushing Nucella shells-indeed dog-whelks are provided as the exclusive food
for Homarus americanusin the marine tanks at Nahant (Crothers, 1983a). The influence
of these predators on the evolution of shell form in Nucella (and other molluscs) is
mentioned onp.327.

Largest Nucella lapillas crushed
Thick,
high-spired

Liocarcinus puber
Carcinus maenas

Thin,

form

low-spired
form

80 mm across

20 mm

25 mm

59 mm across

22mm
l2 mm
1 2m m

21mm

66 mm across
75 mm across

Hermit crabs often utilise empty Nucella shells-but
their "home" by killing and eating the original owner.

25mm
25m

it is unlikely that they obtained

ENvTRoNII4nNTAL
INFLUENcES
oN N ucnr,q LAeILLUS
The Effect of Salinity
A dog-whelk's tolerance of reduced salinity is probably low, despite Pelseneer's(1935)
statement that they can survive 9.5 days in fresh water (Moore, 19386) and Agersborg's
(1929) finding of living animals in freshwater pools at high water mark in Norway. Perhaps they had been dropped by birds. Dog-whelks are unable to feed under brackish conditions (Fig. 3) and it seemsvery likely that the newly hatched young are less tolerant of
low salinities than their parents (Mr. E. B. Cowell, personal communication). This would
agree with Fischer's (1931) observation of this animal surviving (but not breeding) at
salinitiesdown to l0%o.Feare (1970a) noted that 100'lo of the egg capsuleslaid in rock
pools of normal salinity hatched; in contrast to only 27os of the capsules laid in pools
through which there was a freshwater run-off. Enclaves* of this non-dispersing animal
can only survive where the adults can breed successfully. It is the tolerance of juveniles
that controls overall distribution and the speciesis generally absent from estuaries. The
tolerance of adults is important only insofar as it allows them to feed high on the shore,
exposed to rain.
In the Severn Estuary, N. lapillus reaches Sand Point above $Teston-super-Mare
(Boyden et al.,1977) but is confined to the lower shore upchannel from Minehead, a distribution pattern that may reduce its exposure to water of reduced salinity. Adults
introduced onto the higher shore levels at Watchet have survived but not bred. The
paucity of dog-whelks amid a plentiful food supply on the Conwy mussel beds may
reflect low salinities in the early spring when the egg capsulesare laid (Crothers, 1985).
The Effects of Ternperature
1. Low Temperatures
The close proximity of N. lapillzs's northern geographical limit to the 0'C winter
isotherm (Appendix 3) suggeststhat ice may be the limiting factor. Of course, this observation may actually reflect the devastating effect of sea ice on barnacles and mussels, but
the result is the same. On the ice-worn shores of the Bay of Fundy, it is evident that the
whelks are absent from flat open rock surfaces.They are protected from the winter ice by
*Enclaves: seefootnote on p.
3 l I.

1936) statesthat in Gullmar Fjord they move below low water mark for the winter.
Although Crisp er al. (1964) listed N. lapillus as one of the speciesunaffected by the
cold winter of 1962163 in Britain, Moore quotes Caullery (1929) as saying it z.oas
affected
by a cold winter at Boulogne. Orton and Lewis ( l93l ) found the proportion of Nucella to
Urosalpinx to have fallen on the oyster beds in the Blackwater Estuary under similar
circumstances. The latter is surprising since, in America, Urosalpinx is the southern
speciesand Nucella the northern one and this observation may have been due as much to
lowered salinity as to temperature.
At 0"C, N. lapillus is completely inactive and when the water temperature falls to this
level, animals attached to steep substrata often fall off. At 3'C, feeding begins but the
animals still remain immobile for long periods. Above 5"C, the speed of movement
increases rapidly (Largen, 1967b). It is not known whether Ii. lapillus can withstand
being frozen into sea ice, but a number of other gastropods are able to survive this
experience, and may be transported considerable distances in ice flows (Medcof and
Thomas, 1974).
2. High Temperatures
Gowanloch (1927) gives the upper lethal temperature for Canadian N. lapillus as 35'C,
which is much higher than the 27-28'C at which British animals enter heat coma
recorded by Sandison (in Lewis, 1964) and Largen (1967b). Largen found the rate of
feeding to peak at around 20-22'C and fall steeplyto zero at 25" (Fig. 4). The mean rate
of crawling follows a similar pattern) although it does not actually reach zero until heat
c o m a i s e n t e r e da t 2 7 ' C .
The southerngeographicallimit of the speciesis almost certainly directly controlled by
summer temperature. In Portugal, the dog-whelks appear to live inside mussel clumps; in
New England, fucoids and crevices offer the necessary shade. At Woods Hole in
Massachusettsthe water maximum reaches25"C (seeCrothers, 1983a).Many of the dogwhelks sampled on the shore there in October 1981 had their shells encrusted with the
tubes of spirorbid worms, which suggests that they had spent the summer below the
tidemarks to escapethe heat.
3. Irlormal Temperatures
Almost all growth occurs between March and October and, whilst other factors are
doubtlessinvolved, this is probably in responseto temperature.Largen (1967b)was convinced that it was the spring rise in water temperature that stimulated oviposition. In his
Kent and Sussexpopulations, the crucial temperature was 9"C; a rise in the mean water
temperature above this level in the spring initiated capsule production. He also investigated the effect of temperature on feeding: at 20"C, the whelks averaged l6 barnacles or
0.7 of a musselper week whilst at l5"C the figures were 10.2and 0.4 respectively.(Fig. a).
Lrrn Hrsrony aNo GBNnner Bnnavroun
Breeding
SexRatio
The sexesare separatein Nucella and fertilisation is internal (Fretter, 1953). Pelseneer
(1926) considered the broadest specimensto be females but most authors have not found
it possible to determine the sex of living animals on the basis of shell form or body colour,
although the largest individuals are usually females (see, for example, Feare, 1970c;
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Osborne, 1977; Palmer, 1984).Males may sometimesbe recognisedin life by the presence of a large penis behind the head on the right hand side of the body (visible if the
animal is fully extended). It may be possible to recognise females crawling up the glassof
an aquarium tank. On the underside of the foot, all Nucella have an indentation marking
the position of the accessory boring organ; females have a second opening behind it,
marking the position of the pedal gland.
Moore (1938a) found females to outnumber males 7 ;5 at Plymouth whilst Feare
(1970c) found the sex ratio to vary between different Yorkshire enclaves* with an overall
preponderance of males. Osborne (1977) found a 1 : I sex ratio in New England, shifting
towards a preponderance of males in the autumn. These last two observations are surprising. A predominance of females is common in molluscan speciesgenerally, increasing
with age (Fretter and Graham,1962). Consequently, in those species that continue to
grow throughout their lives the larger size-classescontain progressively more females
(Coe, 1944). Mature N. lapillus are thought not to grow (Moore, 1936) but Moore
(1938a) found a preponderance of females amongst the largest dog whelks; he thought
this due either to differential growth rates in the two sexes or to differential onset of
maturity. Feare (1970c) also considered that most of the oldest individuals were female.
As no evidence for sex reversal has ever been found in this species,he thought the most
likely explanation for this shift in sex ratio was differential mortality. In aquaria at
Nettlecombe, female N. canaliculdtd outlived the males.
Spawning
N. lapillus aggregatesto spawn. Some thirty or (many) more individuals congregatein
a moist and shady place on the rock surface, often in a pool or a cleft. In such a group'
some individuals may be seen copulating whilst others are depositing egg capsules.
*Enclaves: see footnote on p. 31 1.

of the foot to the sole where it is inserted in the ventral pedal gland, immediately behind
the Accessory Boring Organ. The capsule is held approximately perpendicular to the
substrate, with the plug (filling the hole through which the young will emerge) innermost. rJfhilst tightly held in this position, the wall of the capsule is compressed and
moulded to its smooth, vase-shaped outline. The stalk is constricted from the basal
region which is pressed out to form a disc. The latter is fixed ro the rock by the sole of the
foot. Finally, the foot is lifted off the capsule and the wall of conchiolin hardens still further in contact with seawater (Fretter and Graham, 1962).
The number of capsuleslaid by a female is presumably influenced by her food reserves,
her size' her age and various environmental factors. Fretter and Graham (1985) note that
females from the northernmost European populations, in the !7hite Sea, lay between 20
and 30 capsules in a season-about one-fifth of the reproductive effort of temperate
Atlantic animals. Moore (1938a) considered the main spawning period to be winter and
spring although egg capsules are to be found throughout the year. Large females lay
larger capsules' but most are between 9 and l0mm high by 34mm across. In arctic
populations, these dimensions may be halved (Fretter and Graham, 1985). Each capsule
contains around 600 eggs,94!i, of which were laid as "nurse eggs" for the nourishment of
the remaining 6o/owhich develop into embryos (Fretter and Graham, 1985). Nurse eggs
are ova arrested in development, "fertilised" but with no subsequent fusion of the male
and female pronuclei. Some authors have linked the occurrence of "normal" and "nurse"
eggs to fertilisation by different types of sperm. [See Fretter and Graham (1962 chapter
l4) for a full discussion on reproductive systems and a list of references.]The nurse eggs
agglutinate to a mass in the centre of the capsular space. Initially, the embryos attach
themselves to the mass and later move over its surface feeding (Fretter and Graham,

le85).

It is well known that female Prosobranch gastropods have the capacity to store sperm
for short periods (Fretter and Graham, 1962). In N. emarginata, it appears from initial
observations that storageof viable sperm is limited to a period of two or rhree months. A
female caged with an impotent male produced clutches at roughly one month intervals.
In the first clutches nearly all the capsulesappeared to contain developing embryos, in
the second only 10oo and in the third, none ar all (Palmer, 1984). A small group of N.
canaliculata, collected at Friday Harbour (USA) in l98l and kept at the Leonard Wills
Field Centre, laid fertile eggs in the spring of 1982 and 1983. In 1984, the survivors were
all females and although they laid capsules,no embryos hatched. Sperm were not stored
from the previous year.
Development of N. lapillus eggs is slow, taking about four months in temperate
latitudes but up to seven in the White Sea, where eggs overwinter and hatch in the following year (Fretter and Graham, 1985). In southern Britain, the process is more rapid.
Attempts were made in 1972, and again in 1974, to rear dog-whelks in aquaria at
Nettlecombe Court, under cover but in an un-heated room. Adults collected from
Porlock Weir, laid egg capsulesfrom 28 March-29 April1972 and from 2l March until
the first week of May 1974. Hatching occurred over a two-month period commencing at
the end of June, with most juveniles emerging in mid-July. Field observations suggest
that these timings are similar to those of Somerset populations in general. At Robin
Hood's Bay on the Yorkshire coast, egg capsules are deposited during April and May,
from which the young snails hatch in September and October (Feare, 1970a).In both

In clefts which acted as fresh water drainage channels, only 27oiohatched whilst in situations that dried out at low water, hatching successvaried between 0o,,iat mean tide level
to 57ou at mean low water neaps.
The equivalent of a veliger larval stage is completed within the capsule and the young
snails escapeto the outside world through the apical hole as "crawlaways". Observations
on Severn Estuary capsules suggestedthat between 12 and l5 crawlaways hatched from
each capsule (Crothers, 1977): Feare (1970a) gave 13-36 with a mean of 22: Fretter and
Graham ( 1985) give 25-35. Recently-hatched dogwhelks (Plate 1b) are found at the same
level as their capsules and seem to prefer the empty casesof barnacles to the shells of
living or dead mussels. They avoid bare rock. It may be that their main requisite at this
stage is to find protection whilst they continue to live off their food reserves remaining
from the capsule. rVhen they start feeding they prefer tiny mussels (Feare, 1970a) or
spir<.rrbidworms (Moore, 1936) but readily accept tiny barnacles.(Plate lb).
Groutth
The first-formed shell (protoconch), borne by the crawlaway on emergence from the
capsule, persists as the apex of the adult shell<r until such time as it is worn away. A
snail increasesthe size of its shell by adding new material to the lip. As growrh is never
absolutely continuous, all shells show more-or-less well-marked growth lines, parallel to
the shell lip, indicating periods when growth has slowed. Shells, like trees, bear for all
time a record of the organism's growth pattern. If the growing lip is damaged it will be
repaired, but the scar remains. As the animal grows it lays down thicker shell at the lip,
whilst at the same time thickening the older sections from the inside. This latter is essential to strengthen the apex. Fretter and Graham (1962) should be consulted for details of
shell formation.
Moore (1938a) and Feare (1970a) agree that growth in N. lapillu.r usually stops at
maturity, three years after being laid as an egg. Year groups are reasonably distinct up to
that time (Fig. 5), but it is not possible to age adult dogwhelks. \Thelks parasitised by
cercaria larvae of the trematode fluke Parorchis acanthusnever reach maturity and may
continue to grow slowly throughout their lives.
Growth rate is related to the eventual shell-size, the young of large-sized enclaves
showing a capability of growing faster than the progeny from smaller-sized enclaves*.
Thus, whilst Feare's (1970a) youngsters from Robin Hood's Bay were less than 10 mm at
one year old, a little over 15mm at two and entered adulthood at around 20mm, the
equivalent figures for Moore's (1938a) Plymouth enclavesare 1G-15 mmr2l-26 mm and
29.5mm respectively. Some of the aquarium-raised Gore Point dog-whelks (Crothers,
1977) reached 30 mm by the end of their second year. On the shore in Yorkshire (Feare,
1970a), those dog-whelks that had been checked in growth by winter cold in year I grew
disproportionately faster in year 2. Osborne (1977) observed that young dog-whelks less
than l2 mm in shell length grew at the same speed, regardlessof their habitat of origin, or
where they were reared. Those above that size grew faster in shelter, and they all grew
faster in aquaria than on the shore.
It is interesting to speculate upon the advantages/disadvantagesof rapid growth.
Predators have an optimum size range for prey items. Crabs select the larger individuals
from amongst first-year dog-whelks (Feare, 1970a) so that rapid growth at rhis stagemay
rEnclaves: seefootnote on p. 3l l.
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decreasethe individual's chances of survival. But once this dangerous stage has been
reached rapid growth will hasten the passage through it and increase the likelihood
of emergence at the other end. Small-sized enclaves* can only survive when they are
protected from crab predation by one means or another.
Juvenile mortality is high. Feare (1970a)thought it to be at least 90,,,,during the first
winter. Amongst the survivors, mortality in the second year was about 50oo and 27oo in
the third. Assuming this 27oo to be representativeof the adult population, he suggesteda
life expectancy for a dog-whelk in its third year to be a little over three more yearsgiving a total life span of 6 + years. Marked animals have survived three years as adults,
so this figure may be an under-estimate. Certainly, adults appear to dominate most
British populations.
North American populations have to endure more extreme temperature conditions.
The winters are much colcier, and, in the southern section of their range, the summers
can be much hotter. Hughes (1972) found growth to be confined to the period from late
April to late September on the Atlantic coast of Nova Scotia. Growth occurred in bursts,
with different individuals beginning and ceasing growth at all stageswithin the growing
season.The total annual increment can take anything from I to 5 months for completion.
The dog-whelks first bred three years after being themselves laid as eggs, but at different
sizesaccording to their habitat-16 mm at Purcell's Cove and 20 mm at Laurencetown (a
discrepancy that Hughes ascribed to the differential availability of prey-but see above
and p. 320). In Massachusetts, Osborne (1977) found differences in the reproductive
patterns on exposed and sheltered shores. In shelter, the juveniles showed two full
seasons'growth before reaching maturity and breeding at the age of 3 (as established by
Moore and Feare for British Nucella) but in exposed sites there was only one full season's
*Enclaves: seefootnote on o. 3l l.

interpretation would suggesthigher juvenile mortality). \0ith their larger size, they also
(presumably) produce more eggs (Fretter and Graham, 1962). Juveniles dominated the
exposed shore and she thought few adults survived more than two years. She likened
these differences in breeding pattern to MacArthur and \Tilson's (1967) model of r and K
selection. Species selected for r (the intrinsic rate of population increase) should have a
high reproductive rate, rapid growth to maturity, short life span, broad dispersal ability,
poor competitive ability and density independentmortality (Southwood et al.,1974). A
combination of these fearures usually leads to considerable fluctuations in density.
Exposed shore dog-whelks (in Osborne's view) fit all this except the broad dispersal
ability. Sheltered shore whelks seem to have been selected more to maintain a balance
r.l'ith K, the carrying capacity of the environment. r-selected speciesare characteristic of
unstable environments: K-selected ones of stable environments. The unpredictable,
sporadic nature of storms on an open coast presumably render exposed shoresunstable in
this respect.
I am not aware of any work that suggests differences in maturation rates between
exposed and sheltered enclaves of European N. lapillus. In the (largely unsuccessful)
attempts at rearing dog-whelks in aquaria (Crothers, 1977, 1980), the exposed shore
population would have required three years to reach adult size whilst one of the more
sheltered, Gore Point, animals laid capsules(which did not hatch) at the age of two.
Aggregations
Although at some times of the year, individuals within the dog-whelk enclave may be
scattered over the shore, at others they aggregate in large clusters. Feare (1971b)
recognised three kinds of cluster on the Yorkshire coast: summer aggregations,breeding
aggregationsand winter aggregations.
(a) summer aggregations(appearing during the period from May to October) form on
the open rock surface of exposed shores. They are not seen in shelter or on broken
surfaces.They comprise from 2O-500 individuals, of mixed age groups, forming a
single layer. Their function appears to be group protection from water pressure
although at least one predator (oystercatcher) seemsnot to recognise N. lapillus as
such ez masseand it is conceivable that aggregation behaviour may offer protection
from those birds. The aggregateddogwhelks are feeding and give the appearanceof
a hunting pack (that is not the reason for the name dog-whelk!). Individual whelks
seem to have no "loyalty" to their own pack, readily joining another if displaced.
(b) winter aggregationscomprising animals of all age classes(but with the older ones
arriving first and departing last) are often of a larger size and crowd several layers
deep in crevices and pools. The function of this behaviour is probably a defence
system against dislodgement in cold weather (when they could not re-attach-see
p. 303). The animals within these aggregations do not feed but, during calm mild
periods, immatures may leave the aggregationsfor that purpose.
(c) pre-breeding aggregatiozs (formed prior to breeding in the early spring and,
occasionally, in summer) in which adults predominate. The animals do not feed. It
is almost impossible to separatethe breeding aggregationsof early spring from the
preceding winter aggregation as the one blends imperceptibly into the other. The
only indication of change is when the juveniles move offto commence feeding. The
prime function of these aggregationsis to bring the sexestogether for fertilisation,

la
Frc.6.
Nineteen specimens of Nucella lapillus L., Great Britain, illustrating variation. (t) Felixstowe, sheltered coast; (2), (3)
Newquay, on veined and coloured rock; (4), Hem, rather exposedl (5), Solent, very sheltered; (6), Land's End, exposed rocks,
small food supply; (7) Scilly, exposed rocks, fair food supply; (8) St. Leonards, flat mussel beds ar exteme low water; (9) Robin
Hood's Bay, sheltered under boulders, good food supply; (10) Rhoscollyn, on oyster bed,4-7 fath.; (ll) Guernsey, rather
exposed rocks; (12) Conwy Estuary, very sheltered, abundmt food supply; (13), (14) Robin Hood's Bay, very exposed rocks,
poor food supply; (t,l) slightly monstrous; (15), (16), (17), Mortehoe, rather exposed rocks, but abundanr food supply; (18) St.
Bride's Bay; (19) L. Swilly, sheltered, but small food supply. From Cooke (1895).

moving in their winter aggregation site. It is fortunate that the physical features
that render a site suitable for overwintering are identical to those that offer the best
conditions for hatching success.
Winter and pre-breeding aggregationsare a feature of all N. lapillus populations but the
summer hunting packs are only notable on extensive shores, such as the Lias of Robin
Hood's Bay (Lewis, 1964). I have seenthem on Grassholm and in Shetland. N. lamellosa
also aggregates to breed, in enormous groups, but N. emarginata only forms small
breeding clusters, often of ten or less individuals (Spight, 1979).
VaRrerroN
"Variety's the very spice of life
That gives it all its flavour."
(Cowper: The Task)
Individual dog-whelks, like those of all other sexually-reproducing species, vary one
from another. The process of natural selection, whereby the least fitted for survival in a
particular habitat are least likely to do so, depends upon this fact. Nevertheless, some
groups of animals seem to be much more variable than others. On the rocky sea shore,
this is the casewith Nucella (Fig. 6) and some speciesof Littorina.In these animals, there
is no free-swimming larval phase in the life cycle, development being completed within
the egg capsule and the potential for dispersal is governed by the crawling abilities of the
adults. Feeding on an abundant sedentary prey (several years' supply may be found
within 1m2), there is little stimulus for great activity and dog-whelks may spend long
periods in much the same place. I have recovered marked N. lapillus within 30 cm of the
releasesite after a year whilst Palmer (1984) found very few N. emarginata to move more
than l0 m in the same time. It should not be assumedfrom these statementsthat they do
not move at all-they can be quite active at high tide by night-but that they remain
within the same general area of shore. They do not voluntarily crawl across sand or mud
and most speciesare predominantly intertidal. They are distributed along the shorelines
in innumerable enclaves(senszCrisp, 1978)* many of which must have been isolated for
long enough (since the sea level rose to its present height after the retreat of the last ice
sheet) for them to have evolved local forms to suit the particular selective influences of
their habitats. Of course, as others have remarked (e.g. Palmer, 1984), it is extremely difficult to proae that there is no gene flow between enclaves. Migration of only one
individual per generation may be enough to maintain gene frequencies over an extensive
geographical range, in the absence of selection (Lewontin, 1974). l{owever, Berry and
Crothers (1968) demonstrated strong stabilising selection to be operating on exposed
headlands in Pembrokeshire (Fig. 7). Juvenile age classesshowed a much greater range of
variation than the adults, and that variation decreasedwith age until only those of the
parental form survived as recruits into the adult population.
The only real way of investigating the level of gene flow will be an analysis of the
geographical distribution of rare, electrophoretically identifiable alleles. Even this information, in the absenceof other data, will not provide any indication of when any gene flow
rEnclave: a small isolated group of inter-breeding breeding individuals, the actual panmictic unit. There are
many enclaveswithin a population-the potential breeding unit.
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HAVEN

Frc. 7.
Pie diagrams to show the intensity of shell-shape selection-as indicated by the decreasein variability with age-experienced by
enclavesof N. lapillus around Milford Haven, Dyfed. The larger the dark area, the more intense the selection. From Crothers
(1974) based on data in Berry and Crothers (1968).
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Frc.8.
The chromosomal polymorphism in Nucella lapillus. The z: 18 form above and the, commoner, u: l3 form below. There are 8
pairs of metacentric chromosomes (i.e. X-shaped, with the centromere near the middle) common to borh forms-labelled .,A',
on the figure. The remaining material, labelled "B" on the figure, may be presenr as 5 more pairs ofmetacentrics (2:13) or l0
pairs of acrocentric chromosomes (V-shaped, with the centromere at one end) in rhe u = l8 form. From Bantock
and Cockavne
(1975). Reproduced by permission ofthe authors and the editor ofllered?rr.

might have occurred. I am not aware of any work of this nature carried out on N. tapillus
but Campbell (1978) found no evidence of latitudinal trends in allele frequencies within
N. lamellosacollected from Alaska to California. No locus showed a definite correlation
between allele frequency and any geographical or environmental factor. There was no
reason to assignthe enclavesto subspecific,racial or ecotypic status.

Staiger (1957, in English) described a numerical polymorphism in chromosome number between enclavesof N. lapillus on shoresnear Roscoff in Brittany. In this species,the
chromosomenumber rangesbetween n:13 (the commonest form) and n:18.It will be
seenin Fig. 8 how this is possible. Ten non-homologous acrocentric chromosomes in one
animal correspond to five metacentric chromosomes in the other; the other eight pairs of
metacentrics are common to all forms. There would seem to be no difference in the
amount of chromosomal material present, simply in its distribution into chromosomes.
As the two forms are fully interfertile, a wide range of intermediates may be expected.
possible arrangements as, for each pair of the five variable
Indeed, there are 3t eZq,
metacentrics there are three possible arrangements: 2 metacentrics, I metacentric 12
acrocentrics,or 4 acrocentrics.
The polymorphism occurs in southern Britain (Fig. 9), from Brighton to Cornwall, the
n:18 form being particularly evident between Swanage and rJfeymouth and in the
Salcombe Estuary. It seemed as though total water movement, rather than straightforward wave action (which is an important selective influence in respect to visible variation), was affecting the occurrence of this form. In recent years the polymorphism has
been found at Dale (Milford Haven) and Millport (Firth of Clyde) (Dr C. R. Bantock,
personal communication).
Around Roscoff, Staiger found shell thickness to be associated with chromosome
number. The monomorphic n:13 andn:18 populations had thinner shells than the
heteromorphic ones. Form l3 occurred on exposed shores, and form l8 in shelterl leaving the intermediates on shoresof intermediate exposure. In Pembrokeshire, the thickest
shells are indeed from shores of intermediate exposure (Fig. 10) and the numerical
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polymorphism does occur (C. R. Bantock, personal communication) but no data are
available on the chromosomes of the dog-whelks measured.
The Bristol Channel and Severn Estuary populations are monomorphic n: l3 (Fig. 9),
as are those of Brittany east of Roscoff (Staiger, 1957), the Atlantic coast of North
America (Mayr, 1963) and those at all the Norwegian sites studied by Hoxmark (1970).
Staiger concluded (1957, and unpublished) that form l8 is absent from predominately
exposed-coastregions, so that in such areas there can be no polymorphism for chromosomes, even in intermediate habitats. He regarded chromosomal polymorphism as due to
secondary integration in a hybrid zone. Mayr (1963) puts this more succinctly: "the
different chromosome numbers and habitat preferenceshad apparently developed during
a previous isolation of the l3- and l8-chromosome types without, however, leading to
reproductive isolation." Hoxmark (1970) wondered whether the form l3 was a northern
race' and form l8 a southern one. Their known distribution in Britain is not in
disagreementwith this suggestion.
The Pacific species, N. canaliculata, N. emarginata, and N. lamellosal are monomorphic n:30 in washington State (Ahmed, 1974; Ahmed and Sparks, 1970).There is no
evidence for any polymorphism associated with differences in microhabitat. Ahmed
seems to assume that this larger number has arisen by duplication from the n:13-18
complex. However, N.lapillus is thought to have arisen from one of the Pacific species
and not the other way round (seep. 338), so the l3 form probably arosefrom a 30 form by
reduction.
2. Other ChromosomalVariation
There are two inversion polymorphisms that seem to be ubiquitous. Miss C. Page has
done a very intensive survey on a section of the Sussex coast where the dog-whelk

Pt-rrg2.
A rangeof colour forms of N. lapillus collectedat Dunster Beach,West Somerset(March, 1985).

sions is on one of the 8 metacentric pairs not involved in the numerical variability (C. R.
Bantock, personal communication).
Visible Variation
It is likely that intrinsic (genetic) and extrinsic (environmental) factors combined to
produce the observed range of shell size, shape, colour, ornament and so forth. An
individual may carry the genes for white colour, and yet appear purple through the
growth of algae or lichens on the outside of the shell. It may carry genesfor large size but
remain stunted through starvation. It may carry genesfor delicate surface ornament, yet
be worn smooth by abrasion. And, of course, the genes controlling shell shape will not
find normal expression if the shell-secreting cells of the mantle are damaged. Damaged
shells are repaired, but the later-formed shell is never quite the same as the original.
1 . Variation in Shell Colour
"Then turn not pale beloved snail,
And come and join the dance"
(Lewis Caroll: AIice in \Wonderland)
Moore (1936) recognisedfour colour types in N.lapillus: l. white;2. brown, shading
into black; 3. mauve, grading to pure pink; 4. yellow, somerimes shading into orange.
Berry and Crothers (1974) agreed with this scheme but thought there were distinct pink
and orange forms (albeit rare) and a true black one. SeePlate 2.
In the British Isles most N. lapillus shells are white, but to the south (in Portugal and
North Spain) coloured shells predominate. The same is true of northern populations in
Iceland. It is interesting to note that the southernmost populations in the United States
are monomorphic white (Osborne, 1977;Crothers, 1983a).
The earliest studies on variation in shell shape and colour patterns of gastropods
tended to the conclusion that environmental differences were more important than
geneticones (Underwood, 1979).Moore's (1936)work on Nucella lapillusis probably the
best known example. He stated that the purple pigment in dog-whelk shells was the same
one as is found in mussels. He thought that it could not be synthesisedby the whelk and
must therefore (when present in the snaii's shell) have come from the food. It is true that
the shells of a number of Archaeogastropods, including the ormer Haliotis, have been
found to vary in colour according to their diet. Transferring these animals from one shore
to another may change their shell colour. Pigmentation in archaeogastropodsis mainly
due to uroporphyrins, probably breakdown products of chlorophyll. Higher gastropods
have more complex pigments (Comfort, 195I ) and direct effectsof diet on shell colour are
unlikely (Underwood, 1979). Most mussel-feeding I'{ucella populations in Britain are
white.
Moore's argument was based on: (a) The lack of pigment in the fresh shell of dogwhelks transferred from mussel-rich shores in North Cornwall to mussel-free shores
around Plymouth (or when kept in mussel-free aquaria) and (b) a high correlation
between the occurrence of coloured forms on Cornish shores and the "abundance of
Mytilus in the diet".
Coloured shells with white lips (Fig. 1l) and coloured enclaves are often found in
habitats where mussels predominate, but coloured dog-whelks can be found in the total

llc. I l.
A banded N. lapillus, wtt|. a white lip, from Newquay.

absenceof mussels-for instance, around Minehead in West Somerset (Plate 2) Moore's
transfers the other way round, white shells onto mussel shores, did not induce any colour
change.
Diet has little, if any) effect on shell colour in N. emarginata (Palmer, 1984) but he
observed that many of the whelks produced paler shell when transferred from one site to
another. He suggestedthat the colour changesobserved by Moore were probably due to
the trauma of transplantation rather than to the change in diet. Rowland (1976) found
439i, of coloured N. lapillus kept in aquaria lost pigment, food was irrelevant, and no pigment was formed in 94 growing white dog-whelks, whatever their food. Berry and
Crothers (1974) found a slight correlation between exposure and the frequency of
coloured individuals in the samples (Fig. l2), but none between colour or banding
frequencies and food. Banded and coloured offspring were reared in laboratory tanks
(from capsules laid by banded parents) on a diet exclusively of barnacles (mainly
Elminius). Similar results were obtained by Osborne (1977) in New England. She also
found no food preferencesassociatedwith shell colour (i.e. pigmented whelks did not
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The most imporrant external banding morphs in Nu*rr.
(b) coloured, unbmded, (c) thin banded, (d) thin
Oil,"i,l3""bmded,
double banded with one band missing, (e) incomplete fusion with thick background bands, (l) complete fusion with thick background bands, (g) incomplete fusion with thin background bands, (h) complete fusion with thin background bands. All
specimens from Barro*frelds, North Cornwall. From Berry (1983). Reproduced by permission ofthe author and the Zoological
Society ofLondon.

select mussels any more often than white ones did). There was a greater preponderance
and variety of coloured shells at exposed sites and she regarded the white colour of
sheltered enclaves as an adaptation to resist high temperatures. In the Pacific N.
emarginata,there is also an increasein the variability of open shore enclavesas compared
with those from more sheltered shores (Emlen, 1974).
In breeding experiments with N. emarginata (Palmer, 1984), segregation at Fl suggested that: l. There are at least three discrete colour alleles (black, orange and white);
2. The colour black is dominant to orange and white; 3. Banding assortsindependently of
colour; 4. Spiral sculpture, the pattern of ridges and grooves on the surface of the shell,
assortsindependently of colour. The F2 progeny complicated this picture and it appears
as though the genesresponsible for orange colour in Alaska are different from those producing a similar phenotype on Vancouver Island. In the Alaskan dog-whelks, black is
dominant to brown and both are dominant to orange. On Vancouver Island, orange is
dominant to black.
No comparable breeding experiments appear to have been carried out with N.lapillus,
which takes much longer to reach maturity.
2. Banding
It is difficult to record colour objectively: people's appreciation of colours obviously
vary and, in any case,Nucella doesnot exist in discrete colour morphs. There is an almost
continual gradation between the hues. (Plate 2).

Some disrincrivc banding morphs in N. lapillus. (a) complete fusion with ver"v thin background bands-common in the
Nervqual- area of North Cornwall but not seen b-v us elseu'here, (b) thin bands of equal thickness arranged in pairswidespread, (c) alternate thicker and thinncr bands, seen lb! us) onl"v in specimens tiom Dunnet Ba1-,Caithness, (d) a complex
pattern of band fusion from thc Great Orme in North Wales, (e and I--lsimiiar, but nor idenrical, banding patterns characteristic
of Bonh and Harlech in Vrest Wales, fgl a parrern characteristic of Lers ick and ncighbouring sites on the cast coast of mainland
Shetland, (h) a reminder (from Guernsey')that, in some morphs, the banding is internal with no trace visible from the outside.
From Berry and Crothers ( I 97.1).Rcproduced b-vpermission of the aurhors and the Zoological Socierv of London.

Banding, on the other hand, can be scored easily and accurately. The initiallybewildering array can be categorisedquite simply (Fig. l3) although the factors affecting
its occurrence remain largely unknown. ln Ir{.emarginata,bandtng is inherited separately
from colour (Palmer, 1984). This seemsto be true of lri.lapillus as well. Banded shells
may be ridged or smooth (in both ltl.lapillus and N. emarginata)but when ridges are
presentthey are usually paler than the grooves.
Quite clearly, banding patterns in N.lapillus are inherited. Fig. l4 shows distinctive
banding patterns that have persisted virtually unchanged for a century. In N. emarginataJ
banding appearsto be controlled by two allelesat a singlelocus (Palmer, 1984).In breeding experiments using animals from the same population, crosses yielded broods that
were either uniformly banded, uniformly unbanded or containing an equal proportion of
both. Banded appeared dominant to unbanded. However, in experiments crossing
animals from different populations the dominance was not so apparent.
There is little evidence to support the suggestion that colour and banding in Nucella
has arisen through selection for crypsis. However, it must be remembered that most
predators take juvenile dogwhelks and observation of adults alone may be misleading.
Spanish and Portuguese 11. lapillus tend to live under mussel clumps and in this habitat
banded shells are undoubtedly cryptic. But most of the avian predators are rare or absent

Frc.15.
Variation in internal shell banding in N. lapillus.
a) single dark band (exterior ofthe shell is white)
b) broad banded - same pattern inside as out
c) uniform orange interior, banded exterior
d) broad banded - a simplification ofthe exterior pattern
e) narrow banded (exterior is uniformly brown)

associatedwith
changesin geology, but unrelated to crypsis.
It will have been noted in Fig. l2 that banded shells are commoner on exposed shores
(r:0.33 + 0.05). As it is difficult to imagine a direct advantageconferred by shell banding
for survival in wave-swept conditions, banding must be a pleiotropic consequenceof a
physiological or morphological trait that does affect life under those conditions (Berry,
1983). It is far from clear what trait this might be but preliminary experiments (Berry,
1977 and unpublished) have shown variation in resistance to desiccation and salinity
between banding morphs.
Even more difficult to explain is the occurrence of banding on the inside of the shell
(Fig. l5). The phenomenon is widespread and not confined to Nucella. The pattern is
particularly common in enclavesfrom the extreme north of Norwav.

3 Variation in Shell Size
The overall mean adult shell length of N. lapillzs from 974 enclaves (Table 7) is
27.4mm. Mean shell lengths of individual enclaves span the range from l7.0mm
(Peggy's Point, Nova Scotia) to 47 .6 mm (Gore Point, Bristol Channel).
European enclavesof N.lapillui are more variable than American ones. The smallest
are comparable-l7.0mm (Peggy's Point, Nova Scotia) and l7.l mm (Hartland euay,
Southwest England)-but, whilst in Europe enclave means of 35 mm are not unusual and
exceptionally may exceed 40 mm, none of the American samples quoted by Crothers
(1983a)exceeds34 mm (Smith's Cove, Annapolis Basin,N.S. was the largestat 33.8 mm)
and most are below 30 mm. Spanish and Portuguese dogwhelks are also generally small,
but elsewhereenclave mean lengths of 20 mm or less are characteristic of exposed shores.
Most sheltered enclaveshave longer shells and, to some extent, the differences between
areasin Table 7 simply reflect the proportion of exposed and sheltered samples included
in the calculation.
Osborne (1977) found that sheltered shore animals grew faster to reach their larger size
compared to those from exposed shores. The enclaves of very large dogwhelks around
Porlock Weir in the Severn Estuary, between Swanage and Kimmeridge on the Dorset
coast and at some sites in the west of Scotland are sublittoral or are confined to the
extreme lower shore. They too achieve their larger size (up to 60 mm) by growing faster
than "normal" individuals, not by growing for longer. A very limited programme of
breeding N. lapillus (Crothers, 1977, 1980) suggested that shell length is inherited
(although the actual length attained by any individual is inevitably influenced by the
availability of food during its immature life).
Occasional large individuals within otherwise "normal" European populations may
have suffered parasitic castration by cercaria (Cercaria purpurae) of the digenean fluke
Parorchis acanthus. As in crabs (Crothers, 1967), unusually large individuals develop
when the growth control system (associatedin this casewith the onset of maturity) is disrupted. They frequently show multiple rows of "teeth" within their shells-see below.
N.lapillus is the first intermediate host of P. acanthus, a cockle Cerastodermaedule or
mussel Mytilus edulis is the second, whilst the adult fluke is in a gull
fLarus argentatusor
L. canus(Fretter and Graham , 1962)l or the oystercatcher Haematopusostralegus(Feare,
l97l). Parasitiseddogwhelks do not join breeding aggregationsand tend to be distributed
singly on the open shore. They are accordingly taken disproportionately often by birds.

Region

n
number of

Mem length (mm)

samples

I stmdard deviation

Portugal

IJ

Spain
Spain and Portugal
Southern Brittany

l6

Northern Brittany
Normandy md Channel Islands
Westem

29
24
27

France

Southwest England
Severn Estuary
Southwest rifales
Southwest Irelmd
Southwest Britain
Northwest !7ales
North Wales
Solway Firth

94
27
72
t1
l6
20
21

Bay"
"Liverpool
!(/estern Scotland
South ofArdnamurchan
North of Ardnamurchan
Outer Hebrides
Western Scotland
Southeast Englmd
Nonheast England
Southeast Scotland
Eest Coast ofBritain
Northern Scotland
Orkney
Shetland
Isles of Britain
Fensfiord (Norway)
Faroe
lceland

68
60
45
41
l2
l9
10
39
103

Northern

Northern Norway
Northern Samples
Old World
USA south of Boston
USA north ofBoston
Bay of Fundy

29
38
10
27
t73
22
40
26

Atlantic Nova Scotia
New World

101

All samples

971

20.4+2.4
23.3+3.7
22.O
25.5+2.4
25.5+5.8
24.6+2.3
)< )
2 6 . 1+ 2 . 9
2 8 . 9+ 5 . 8
2 7 . 2 5+ 4 . 4
2 4 . 5+ 2 . 9
26,7
29.4+2.5
29.8+2.0
29.6
29.6
? 8 . 9+ 3 . 4
2 7. 7+ 7 . 2
2 6 . 9+ 4 . ' ,
27,9
10.3+?.1
29.2+3.3
28.6+2.8
29.7
28.2+2.8
28.1+2.5
28.1+2.5
28.3
2 7. 5+ 3 . 9
2 9 . 2+ 5 . Q
26.6+3.9
2 6 . 5+ 3 . 9
27.6
27,5
2 6 . 9+ 2 . 1
2 5 . 8+ 4 . 6
27.0+2.9
2 2 . 5+ 3 . 4
26.0

Feare (1971) gives infection ratesfor adult whelks in aggregations(1.09o),feeding singly
on the shore (12.79o)and being taken by oystercatchers(139,;).
According to Sannia and James (1977), the place of Parorchis acanthus(Nicoll, 1906) is
taken by Renicola thaidus Stunkard (1964) in America and lceland, although it is not
known whether this parasite exerts similar effectson its host.
4. Variation in Shell Ornarnent
Apart from growth lines, the outer surface of the shell may be smooth, or there may be
a seriesof raised ridges (cords) running down the whorls at right angles to the lip. There
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is also a distinctive variety, var. imbricataLamarck (Fig. 16). "Imbricata" means "overlapping like the tiles on a roof '. Thus, "in shellsof N.lapillus var. imbricatathe external
sculpturing consists of a series of lamellar corrugations laid down in a fairly regular
sequence parallel to the growing edge of the shell which, where they overlap the spiral
ridges, are raised to form thin vaulted scales" (Largen, l97l). Of the related species,
Ir.1.lamellosaoften has a much more elaborately fluted shell (Fig. l6), although smoothshelledpopulations also occur-see Fig. 34. The other speciesdo not show this character
( T a b l e 1 0 ,p . 3 3 8 ) .

have come from a sub-littoral population of Rhoscolyn (Anglesey). There are, however,
sub-littoral populations that are not imbricated and intbricata certainly occurs on the
shore-notably in Essexand North Kent, England (Largen, 1971)and Kingsport, Nova
Scotia, Canada. Labbe (1926) thought that the shells of embryos were usuallf imbricated,but that the characteronly persistedin the shellsof dog-whelks living in sheltered
sites.As, in my experience(and seealso Fretter & Graham, 1985),the protoconch (the
first-shell, produced by the young snail within the capsule) is always smooth, this is difficult to sustain-but the idea that the imbrications may be removed by abrasion is more
widespread (and demonstrable-Largen, 1971). Clench (1947) discounted the idea of
imbricata being a separate variety at all because of the complete intergradation he saw
betweenthe forms. Individuals showing sometrace of imbrications are widespread.
There seemsto be little doubt, however, that the development of the form imbricata is
determined genetically.This was suspectedby Colton (1916, 1922) and demonstratedby
\Whitstable (N. Kent\ were imbricate,
Largen (1971). Aquarium-raised whelks from
those from Newquay (Cornwall) were not.
The occurrence of shell ridges is also inherited. In N. emarginata this character
behavesas though it is controlled by genes(or by a block of very tightly linked genes)
acring through a single locus. Sculpture assortsindependentlyof colour (Palmer' 1984).
5. Variation in Form of the Shell Lip
. lapillus grows for
The shell of a young, actively growing Nucella has a thin sharp lip. I'.J
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Adults are thought not to grow. But, according to Moore (1938a)' "occasional
specimens are taken in which the presence of a second set of teeth within the marginal
ones indicates that the original stoppage of growth was followed by a second slight
growing period, this in turn being replaced by a second period of thickening and growth
stoppage,but such specimensare too rare to be a serious source of error". Cowell and
Crothers (1970) established that animals with two or more rows of "teeth" form a

It appears that Moore's observations were based on preserved specimens: he could
not
seethe inner rows.
Cowell and Crothers (1970) and Crothers (1971) accepted the basic observationnamely that dog-whelks cease growth at maturity and (usually) lay down
a row of
"teeth". This has the effect of strengthening and narrowing the aperture against
crab
attack' Any additional rows, visible inside the body whorl of adult dog-whelks, indicate
periods when growth stopped during their early life. Cessationof growth
is most likely to
result from starvation, which may arise because:the whelks eat out their food
supply, or
the supply fails for some other reason (perhaps as a resuk of pollution-nryarr-ftooe;;
wave action dislodges the whelks and transports them away from their food supply,
or
prevents them from feeding in some other way (Cowell and Crothers,
1970); ttre ie-perature drops so low that the whelks become inactive for a long period (Feare,
1970a).
He found all second winter whelks to ceasefeeding on the Yorkshire coast and lay
down a
row of "teeth" within their shell. This must be the situation for all North Seapopulations
in most winters. He went on to regard the presence of more rhan two rows to
be an indication of adult growth, but, whilst this may somerimes occur it is just as likely
that the
unfortunate whelk was checked severaltimes during its immature life.
In southwestern Britain, Cowell and Crothers (1970) showed
that the proportion of
adult shells within an enclave that showed obvious signs of
surviving a stoppage in
growth (y) was related to exposure(r) on Ballantine's(lg6l)
scaleby:
! : 46.875 - 4.984 x (below)

X
Frc. 18.
The correlation between the proportion of "toothed" dog whelks
that had clearly continued growth after laying down a row of
"teerh" (Y) and the exposure of their habitat to wave action (X)<n
Ballantine's (1961) exposure scale.The data from the area
of southwest Britain marked with a solid line in Fig. 20. From
crothers (19?l). Reproduced by permission of the Marine
Biological Association, U.K.
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The lack of any similar correlation in samples collected from the area drawn with a dotted line in Fig. 20. The regression line is
the one from Fig. 18. From Crothers ( l97l ). Reproduced by permission of the Marine Biological Association, U.K.
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Frc.20.
A map of southern Britain to indicate the area (solid line) in which the proportion of "toothed" shells that show sisns of
continuedgrowth after "tooth" formation ri relatedto exposure

two patternslies in the vicinity of Lyme Regis in the English Channel, Lynmouth and the
Gou'er in the Bristol Channel and Holy Island, Anglesey(Fig. 20).
A degree of "background noise" is generatedin these patterns by the occurrenceof
parasitised whelks which appear to grow throughout their lives. Feare (1970a) found
56",, of infected whelks to have three rows of "teeth" and l3t'o four. An extremeexample
from an enclavewith an infection rate of 69",, has seven shell whorls instead of six and
eight rows of "teeth" within the shell. The shell from Icart Bay, Guernsey,illustrated in
Fig. 17, is doubtlessone of these.
6. Variation in theform of the Operculum
Cooke (1917) reported the curious occurrenceofan enclaveofltr. lapillus on the south
coast of Pembrokeshirein which a high proportion of individuals have the operculum
reduced or absent. The importance of the operculum in resisting desiccationand discouraging predators in intertidal snailsis well known (e.g. Gibson, 1970)and one would
predict that genesfor a reducedoperculum would experiencestrong negativeselection.It
is surprising, therefore, to record that the feature is still apparent at Amroth and in
Lydstep Haven (Crothers, 1974b).Of course, some specimenswith apparently reduced
or damaged opercula may simply be recovering from predator attack-but there is no
reasonto supposethat predation pressureis exceptionallystrong at thesesites.
7. Variationin Shell Shape
Enclaves of l,'lucella lapillus from shores exposed to wave action tend to have shorter
squatter shellsthan their counterpartsfrom shelter (Fig. 2l). There is usually a progressive gradation between one form and the other. This pattern was described by Cooke

Frc.2l.
(b) the more elongated
The rangeof shellshapevariationin N. lapillus.a) the short squatform typicalofexposedheadlands.
form typicalof sheltered
bays(c) the very elongated
form in the SevernEstuary-seealsoPlate2.

1967)rhat any serious experimental data were available to suggestan explanation as to the
mechanism by which the pattern arose and has been maintained. The experiments confirmed Cooke's supposition that the compact form and relatively large foot of the
exposed-shore morph-evidenced by the large broad aperture of the shell-confer an
advantageto their owner under conditions of powerful wave action or other strong water
movement. The compact form presents a minimal surface area to the moving water and
the large foot maximises adhesion to the rock surface. But such animals can barely retract
into their shells becausethere is so little unoccupied spacetherein (Osborne, 1977).For
the same reason) they are unable to hold much water within the shell and are, in consequence,at risk from desiccationat low tide. As exposedshoresare frequently subiectedto
almost continual spray this may not be critical. Short squat whelks are also the ones most
at risk from predators(seep.302), their small sizeand rounded shapemaking them easily
swallowed by gulls and eiders whilst their wide mouth renders them vulnerable to
oystercatchersand crabs.
There is a general correlation between shell shapeand shell length-in that squat shells
are usually (but not inevitably) shorter than elongated ones. Table 8 summarises the
pattern.
Table 8. Nucella lapillus (L.). Regressions
of shell shapeon
shell lenpth
Region
Porrugal
Spain
Southern Brittanl

n

t3
l6
29

Northern Brittany
Norrnandl and Channel I slands
SouthrvesrEngland
Severn E,stuarv
Southrvest \\'ales
Southrvest Ireland
Northq'est V'ales
North \W'ales
Sohval Firth

27
91
2i
72
II
l6
20
2l

Linear regression

1 . 2l 2 * 0 . 0 0 7 x
I .1 9 , 1 +
0.008x
t.l8l +0.007x
+ 0.002x
1.347
0 . 9 0 2r 0 . 0 1 9 x
l 0 6 4+ 0 . 0 11 x
I . 3 7 0+ 0 . 0 0 9 x
I . 12 8+ 0 . 0 0 9 x
0 . 9 8 0+ 0 . 01 6 x
0 . 9 , 1+5 0 . 0 1 6 x
0 . 9 3 0+ 0 . 0 1 9 x
1 . 2 5 6+ 0 . 0 0 7 x

0.4't9
0.652
0.195
0.192
0.ii1
0.5.1.1
0.559
0 .i 5 E
0.611
0.800
0.5.11
0.1.12

0 . 8 7 7+ 0 . 0 1 9 x
0 . 9 4 9+ 0 . 0 1 8 x
0.898
+ 0.019x

0.122
0.67b
0.837

0 . 9 2 9+ 0 . 0 18 x
l 1 2 9+ 0 . 0 1l x
l 0 6 5+ 0 . 0 1 2 x
1 . 1 6 +7 0 . 0 0 9 x
0.855
+ 0.019x
1 . 0 3 6+ 0 . 0 1 , l x
0 . 8 7 8+ 0 .l 9 0 x
L 1 6 9+ 0 . 0 0 9 x
1. 10 0+ 0 . 0 0 9 x
1.227
+ 0.005x
I . 2 3 4+ 0 . 0 0 8 x

0.5'15
0.590
0.660
0.500
0.851
0.636
0.701
0.598
0.601
0.605
0.613

1 . 4 4 9+ 0 . 0 0 1 x
i.118+0.011x
l 2 1 8+ 0 . 0 0 6 x
1 . 0 4 9+ 0 . 0 1 6 x

0.03s
0.804
0.383
0 . 7t 2

\l'estern Scotland
South of Ardnamurchan
North of Ardnamurchan
C)uter Hebridcs
Western Scotland combined
Southeast England
Northeast England
Southt'ast Scotland
Northcrn Scotland
Orknel
Shetland
Fensf;ord (Norwa-v)
Faroe
Iceland
Northern Norwal
USA South of Boston
USA North of Boston
Bay ofFundJ
Atlantic Nova Scotia

68
60

13
12
l9
l0
3q
t03
29
l8
10
27
22
40
26
1l

counterparts when crabs were present.
Not only can the more elongated whelks withdraw further into their shells, somerimes
disappearing completely from view, but also the narrow aperture prevents a crab from
obtaining a satisfactory purchase on the lip with its chela (Vermeij, 1974; Hughes and
Elner, 1979). Crabs are most abundant on sheltered shores (Crothers, 1970) and it is
likely that the selective effect of crab predation is similarly concentrated in sheltered
inlets' Continuous salt spray is not a feature of sheltered shores and, except where fucoid
seaweedsoffer shelter (Menge, 1976), desiccation may be significant. Nucella does not
appear to have fluid spacesbetween mantle and shell, as has been reported for limpets,
but, in common with other littoral molluscs, a certain amount of seawater is trapped in
the mantle cavity (above the head) (Boyle, Sillar and Bryceson, 1979). This extracorporeal fluid reservoir represents between 30!lo and 40ll of the total water content of
dogwhelks collected at Blackrock in Sussex(Coombs, 1973) and Nigg Bay near Aberdeen
(Boyle et al., 1979). Osborne (1977) considered the development of an elongated shell
form in N. lapillus enclaves close to their southern limit in Massachusetts as an adaptation to resist desiccation. She showed that, tissue weight for tissue weight, a dog-whelk
with an elongated shell was able to retain far more water within its shell than could a
squat one.
Alone of the Pacific species,N. emarginara shows something like a comparable variation in shell shape with exposure (Crothers, 1984), but the shell is so thin as to afford
little protection from crabs regardlessof its shape (Kitching, 1976)and an ability to resist
desiccation could be of great value to this high-intertidal speciesin sites protected from
continuous spray. In Portugal and North Spain, the true open coast form of N. lapillus is
not seen. All enclaves are of a sheltered-shore or intermediate form and the species is
either absent from exposed headlands or confined to small areas of local shelter
(Kitching, 1977; crothers, I9836). perhaps this is a responseto desiccation.
Thus, the selective effect of wave action (favouring the survival of those dog-whelks
with short squat shells) increasesproportionally with increasing exposure. The selective
effect of crab predation (favouring the survival of those dog-whelks with a narrow shell
aperture) increases proportionally with decreasing exposure. The selective effect of
desiccation (also favouring the survival of those dog-whelks with an elongated form)
increaseswith decreasingexposure to salt spray.
Moore (1936) thought that diet influenced shell shapeas well as shell colour: regarding
the development of the wide-mouthed open-shore form a consequenceof a mussel-rich
diet. Nobody has been able to substantiatethat idea and Kitchin g
Qg77) cites instancesin
Spain and Scotland of enclaveswith elongated shells feeding on mussels.
Crothers (1973) related the resulting gradation in N . lapillus shell shapeto exposure on
Pembrokeshire (Fig. 24) shoresby the expression:

Y : r . 2 r 4 t - 0 . 0 3x6
Where Y is a shell-shaperatio and Xthe Ballantine (196I) Exposure Grade. r:0.878
(Crothers, 1983D).
LlAp-shell length divided by aperture length (Fig.22) is the simplesr, most convenient and most objective measure of shell shape in dog-whelks. Although lacking the
intrinsic relevanceof "mouth area" (used by Smith, 1981, for winkles) or of ,,apical
angle" and "whorl ratio" (employed by Kitching, 1976 1977; cambridge and Kitching,

F r G .2 2 .
Shellshapemay be measured
by the ratio L1Ap.

1982) this ratio is less affected by the absolute size, thickness) age or condition ofthe shell
and it is undeniably easier to record in the field. Shells were measured to the nearest
0.lmm, using a vernier caliper, and the sample mean calculated for collections of 100
shells (later reduced to 50 and then 30 as it became apparent that increasing the number
of measurementsdid not improve the accuracy of the mean) (Fig. 23).

1.25

_ 1.20
x

1.15
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20 30 r,0 50 60 70
n u m b e ro f m e o s u r e m e n t s

L,Ap runningme""

".

*."rJ:::i;s

80

90

100

from Stokholm,Long Nose

Substituting for X in the expression opposite, it will be seen that mean Lf Ap ratios
range from 1.25 on shores of Grade I ("Extremely Exposed" on Ballantine's scale) to
1.50 on "Extremely Sheltered" Grade 8s. Subsequent investigationsJ summarised by
Crothers (1983r), have found that this expression usefully describes the variation seen
over most parts of the species'range in Europe and North America. Figure 25 illustrates
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the way in which the shell shapeof Scillonian enclavesreflects even minor fluctuations in
exposureto wave action. Figures 26,27 and 28 show the comparablesituationsnear Dale
Fort, Orielton and Slapton Ley Field Centres. However, there are exceptions.Not all
enclavesfall within the 1.25-1.50predicted rangeof shell shape(Fig. 29). The exceptions
are usually enclaves(or groups of enclaves)within an otherwise "normal" population
that have unusually elongatedshells. But in some regions the pattern appearsto break
down (Table 9); notably in SoutheastEngland, on the North Coast of Wales, in the
Solway Firth and, most spectacularly,in the SevernEstuar-v-.
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Table 9. The relationship betzteenshell shape (as measuredby
Li Ap ) and exposure(on Ballantine's ;' 1961I exposurescale) in
various parts of the European rangeo/Nucella lapillus (L./
Region
Portugal
Spain
Southern Brittmy
Northern Brittany
Normmdy md Channel Islands
Southwest England
Southeast England
Severn Estuary
Southwest Wales
Southwest Ireland
Northwesr Sfales
North Wales
Solway Firth
rVestern Scotlmd
South of Ardnmurchan
North of Ardnamurchan
Outer Hebrides
Orkney
Shetland
Faroe
Fensfiord (Norway)

t6
29
l6
l6
92
3?
27
63
1l
l6
l9
2l
52
52
4l
30
98
29

r.296+0.022X
1.278+ 0.024X
1.250+0.024X
1 . 2 7 8 +0 . 0 2 4 X
|.220+0.010X
|.204+0.016X
1 . 5 5 -6 0 . 0 1 9 x
1.204+0.076x
1.214+0.036X
1.201+0.041x
1.275+0.O26X
1.205+0.062X
1.252+0.043X

0.266
0.597
0.76r
0.779
0.826
0.881
0.301
0.690
0.878
0.929
0.737
o.947
0.588

1 . 2 2 2 +0 . 0 4 0 x
| .25t + 0.037X
1.225+0.038X
1.220+0.037x
1.299+0.029X
t.2r2+0.035x
1.267+0.028X

o.842
0.770
0.904
0.930
-0.228
0.918
0.801

r is the number of samples: Y is the mean shell-shape rulio (LlAp) opa shore of
exposure grade X: r is the correlation coeffcient. From Crothers 09S36, 1995).
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elongated shells) the other "anomalies" arise mainly from "sheltered-shore whelks"
being found in more exposedsites.Plots of shell shapeagainst shell length (Fig. 30) go
some way to explaining this. The populations in the areaslisted abovedo not include any
enclaveswith the short squat shells typical of exposed shores. They are presumably
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Frc.72.
Variation in the mean value ofthe shell shape ratio between enclavesofN. lapillus atthe entrance to the Severn Estuary. Apart
from the very tip ofHurlstone Point (1.36), there is no correlation between shell shape and exposure. Data from Crothers
( r97 4b).

around the mouth of the Conwy Estuary in North Wales (Fig. 6(12) and Fig. 31). These
enclavesdo show a sequentialchangein shell shapefrom exposedto shelteredsites:but
the variation is from 1.35 to 1.60 (Crothers, 1985). In Pembrokeshire,Scilly and most
south western sites, it is 1.25 to 1.50. The selection factors are presumably the same,
crabs r.l'illalways take wide-mouthed shells first and elongated shells must always be more
vulnerable to wave action: selectionproduces different results becauseit is operating on
genetically-differentpopulations.
Crothers (1985) suggeststhat, whilst the expressionprinted on p.328 describesthe
"normal" variation seenon "western" shores,
Y : 1 . 2 3 6 + 0 . 0 5 1X
may be more appropriate in Liverpool Bay and other "eastern" sites.
In the Eastern Atlantic, at the mouth of the Bay of Fundy where shell-shapevariation
in iri. lapillus is generally reduced (Crothers, 1983a), McEachreon (1985) has recently
demonstrateda shell shapetrend with exposureover a proportionally-reducednumerical
range.
Across the county boundary between Devon and Somerset, at the entrance to the
Severn Estuary (as defined by Boyden et al.,1977), there is an abrupt change in shellshape,apparently unrelated to any environmental factor (Fig. 32). There appearsto be
less difference between enclaves in Devon and the USA than there is between those in
Devon and Somerset. The causesof such a dramatic change must be largely genetic.
Berry and Crothers (1970)attempted a repeatof their (1968)demonstrationof stabilising
selectionon Somersetshoresand failed. There was no evidenceof selection:no reduction
in variation with age. Significantly,the adult populationsin Pembrokeshireand Somerset
showed similar rangesof variability. It is the Somersetjrzzenilesthat show an unusually
low level. If the variability is not presentin the population, selectioncannot produce it.
SprcurauoN
I,{ucella has more speciesand a longer fossil history in the Pacific than in the Atlantic.
Precursors of the modern genus appear in Late Miocene deposits along the Pacific coast
of North America (Grant & Gale, l93l), and l,'lucellashells are continuously present in
the fossil record from then on. The genus appeared suddenly in the Atlantic at the end of
the Pliocene without any local antecedent forms, and it is thought that transarctic migrations of several Pacific genera, including Buccinum and Searlesia as well as Nucella,
occurred through the Bering Strait, between a half and one million years before the onset
of the first of the Pleistoceneglaciations(Franz and Merrill, 1980). Pleistocenefossils
ascribed to lrl. lapillu.sare widely distributed on both sides of the Atlantic, as far south as
the Canary Islands (Talavera,Kardas and Richards, 1978).
It is interesting to compare the modern speciesof Nucella (Fig. 34: Table l0). No one
of the Pacific species is the obvious progenitor: lapillus combines many of the features
exhibited by emarginata and lamellosa.
A founding species (Nucella?) entered the Atlantic to find an unexploited niche (no
other mid-littoral carnivorous snail) and a wide potential for dispersal and diversification. Additional species of Nucella (now extinct) were described from the Crag in
Britain (Wood, 1848). Specimens from the Red Crag, labelled N. tetragonaand now held
in the British Museum (Natural History), look very like water-worn N. lamellosa,which
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A map attemptingto showthe approximatedistributionof the "western"(solidline) and "eastern"(dashedlined)patternsof
shellshapevariationaroundthe British Isles.

canaliculata

Geographical Range

l7-57'N

Maximum Size
Normal Adult Size
Do the adults grow?

40 mm
30 mm

Brceding season

Breeding aggregations

no
spring and
summer

2HO

N

lamellosa

Iapillus

3,$-5?',N

37-73'N

40 mm

ll2mm

2l-27 mm
no
sporadically
throughout the
year

40-55 mm
yes

60mm
27 mm

winter and
spring

no
winter and
spring
nedium
yes

someirmes

small
yes
I year

no
4 years

Shows shell-shapevariation with exposure
Has an imbricated,lamellated variery and

no

2 years
yes

no

3 years
6+ years
yes

a smoorh-shelled form
Adults lay down a row of "reeth" on the
i n s i d eo f t h e s h e l ll i p

no

no

yes

yes

no

not usually

ves

usually

Do the egg capsulescontain Nurse Eggs?

nedium

emafStnato

Age at maturity
Longevity

huge

References: Abbott (1974); Bernard (1970); Cooke (1915); Morris, Abbott and Haderlie (1980); Feare (1970); Fretter and
Graham (1962); Spight (1979) and personal observation.

suggeststhat l/. lamellosareached Britain. In the, later, Norwich Crag, the shells are all
of lt'i.lapillus. The advance and subsequent retreat of the ice sheets,through their concomitant fall and rise in sealevel, must have causedextinction and recolonisation in some
areas:separation and reunion of populations in others (Cambridge and Kitching, 1982).
It seemsas though the period of separation has been long enough for genetic differences
to appear within populations but not so long that reproductive barriers have developed.
Palmer (1984) showed that enclavesof N. emarginatacollectedin Torch Bay, Alaska, at
58'20'N were fully interfertile with enclavesfrom Bamfield, Vancouver Island, B.C.,
48'53',N.
The shell-shapepatterns reviewed here (and more fully by Crothers, 1983b)coupled
with the chromosome variation, can be "explained" by envisaging the lJ. lapillus populations of the British lsles as comprising two main groups (Fig.33). A southrvesternfaction, bearing the genes for short squat((exposedshore" shells and zl:18 chromosome
number) confronting and gradually displacing a northeastern faction which lacks those
particular genesand is monomorphic n: 13. The pattern of "teeth" variation, originally
interpreted as purely phenotypic variation dependent upon water temperature, is not far
removed (Fig. 20). Variation in colour, however, does not correlatewith the other patterns. There has been no chromosome work in Shetland (nor investigations of the
"teeth"), but the shell-shapedata strongly suggesta meeting of two factions-in some
places the enclavesshow the full "normal" range of variation: in others, only a few miles
away, they do not.
It appearsthat there are two discrete breeding groups on Gore Point (Porlock Weir,
Somerset)-separate enclaves on the lower and middle shores, with mean lengths of
47.6 mm and 24.3 mm; mean shell-shaperatios of l.78 and 1.45 respectively.They feed
on different food. The larger ones lay larger capsulesfrom which larger embryos emerge
and grow faster. They are both n:13, but in almost all other ways rhey differ. The
appearance of the large form on the junction between the "normal" and "elongated"
populations of the Severn Estuary, and on the junction between "western" and "eastern"
populations in the English Channel may be coincidental-but worthy of note.
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Ftc. 34.
-I'hesimilaritiesbetweenNacel/aspecies(a)N.
canaliculata(b)N.Iamellosasmoothform(c)N.emarginata(d-f)N.lapillus

the justification for regarding it as a single entity-after all, winkles showing less external
variability are currently placed in at least 9 taxa (Smith, 1982). The answer lies in the
continuous nature of dog-whelk variability. There are no truly discrete morphological
forms (unless, conceivably, the large form is shown to be so) and until a genuine
reproductive barrier has been described there is no merit in attempting to create "ne\ry"
species.
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By any other name would smell as sweet."
(Shakespeare:
Romeo & Juliet, Act ii, scene1)

The common dog-whelk is called by at least three different names in the scientific
literature-Nucella lapillus, Thais lapillus and Purpura lapillus. Compilers of review
volumes sometimes use all three, copying from many original papers and seeming not to
realisethat they refer to one and the same snail. The situation is confusing, but there is an
interesting history behind it.
The Linnean system of zoological nomenclature depends on the attachment of a
binomial (two word) latinised name to a chosen specimen of each species.This is then
known as t!i.etype specimen.When, as has often happened, two biologists describe different speciesunder the same name (or the same speciesunder different names) the work
that was published first takes precedence-but the buck stops at Linnaeus (1758), the
tenth edition of Systema Naturae. Linnaeus named his specimens of the common dogwhelk, now held by the Linnean Society of London, Buccinum lapillus. Lapillus means a
pebble.
The entry (Linnaeus, 1758), wder Buccinum reads:
Lapillus. 403.8. testa ovata acuta striata laevi, columella planiuscula
Habitat ad Oceani Europaei littora
Turbini littoralis convenit facie, loco, magnitudine; consistentia
I translate this as: A whelk with a smooth, ovate, pointed shell, marked with fine lines
and with the columella fairly flat. It lives on the shores of European seas.Of a similar
form, habitat, size and texture to the topshells.
Bruguiere (1789) split the Linnaean Buccinum (47 species)into four divisions, calling
one of them Purpura-a name used by the ancients for the whelks from which their
purple dye was extracted (seeAppendix 2). Bruguiere does not appear to have included
B. lapillus L. in Purpura but Lamarck (1822) did when he expanded the genus to comprise some 50 species,establishing B. persicumL. as the type for the genus (lVinkworth,
1945). For about a hundred years following the publication of Lamarck's book, the
common dog-whelk was known as Purpura lapillus (L.)-the brackets to show that
Linnaeus had described his type under a different generic name.
Subsequent revision of the taxonomy of rocky shore whelks has restricted the genus
Purpura to a few large-mouthed, high intertidal whelks from warm seas-mostly in the
Indo-Pacific. P. persica(L.) remainsthe type (Wellington & Kuris, 1983).
It was necessary to find another name for lapillus. Swainson (1840) had called this
animal Polytropa lapillus (L.) but that name must give precedence to one of the older
names if it is valid-and the name Polytropa lapillus is rarely seen in modern literature.
The names Nucella and Thais were both introduced by Roding (1798) in his revision of
Bolten's collections.Confusion arosebecauseRoding describeda whelk under the name
of Nucella lapillus which is not the same speciesas (or even closely related to) Buccinum
lapillus L. Several people have accordingly considered the name Nucella Rciding to be
inapplicable to the common dog-whelk, either as a genus or sub-genus, and they place the
animal in Thais Roding. Clench (1947) summarisesthis argument.
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(1962) published a convincing photograph confrrming that N. theobroma Rriding is
simply the narrow-banded variety of B. lapillus. Therefore Nucella Roding zs a valid
name.
The continued use of Nucella and Thais for lapillus reflects a degree of taxonomic
doubt as well as taxonomic ignorance. Most British auihoi's have followed Winkr.r'orth
(1932) and regard Nucella as a genus in its own right, (e.g., Fretter & Graham, 1962;
1985)whilst North Americans have tended to treat it as a sub-genusof Zrtals.Recently
however, the former view has been gaining ground (e.g. Keen & Coan, 1974; Smith &
Carlton, 1975;Morris et a|.,1980) and the genusl,JucellaRoding is currently regardedas
comprising:
Itl.lapillus (L., 1758)-the type-from the North Atlantic
N . canaliculara(Duclos, 1832; I
N. emurginata(Deshayes,18391
|
N.freycineti (Deshayes.1839) | from the North Pacific
N . l a m e l l o s ai G m e l i n , 1 7 9 1 ;
I
N.linru (Gmelin, l79l;.
I
Carriker ( l98l ) observedthat the curious position of the accessor-v
boring organ on rop
of the ventral pedal gland in Purpura and T-hais(and in a similar genus) Rapana) suggests
a close alfinity between these taxa. The absence of this arrangement in Nucella lapillus
lends support for the separation of Nucella from Thais.
The genera Nucella, Purpura and Thais are now usually regarded as members of the
family Thaididae-a name confirmed by opinion 886-which, in turn is part of the
super-family Muricacea. (Fretter & Graham (1985) prefer to retain the Thaididae within
the Muricidae.)
Nucella' as we have seen, is a genus of temporate intertidal thaids, feeding for
preference on barnacles and mussels (which they attack by boring a hole through the
shell of their victim and subsequently inserting their proboscis through rhe same hole in
order to feed), and lacking a planktonic phase in their life cycle. Except in thin-shelled
populations, adults usually lay down a row of teerh along the lip of the aperture.
Thais is a genus of primarily sub-tidal, warm-water thaids, feeding on a range of
molluscan prey. They bore a hole through their victim's shell which (at least in ?".
(Carriker, l98l)) is too small for the whelk to insert its proboscis.There is a
haemastoma
planktonic larval stage. Adults do not thicken the shell lip or forrn "teeth" (Fretter &
Graham, 1985).
Purpura is a small genus of high intertidal thaids from warm seas,feeding mainly on
gastropods (topshells and winkles) which they attack through the operculum (\Tellington
& Kuris, 1983).Adults do nor thicken the shell lip or form "teeth".

Phylum MOLLUSCA
Class Gastropoda
Sub-ClassProsobranchia
Order Neogastropoda
Superfamily Muricacea
Family Muricidae
Bolinus
Ocenebra
Phyllonotus
Urosalpinx

Family Thaididae
Acanthina
Nucella
Purpura
Rapana
Thais

Superfamily Buccinacea
Family Buccinidae
Buccinum
Searlesia

"

:
c
frc.35.
(a)
Three whelks which may sometimes be found with N. /oprl/uson the rocky shore
Ocenebraerinacea,Mediterrmem to SW
Brirain (b) Urosalpinx cinerea,overlaps u'ith Nucella atound Cape Cod and in Northumberland Basin. Now well-esrablished in
Kent and Essex on the East Coast ofEngland. (c) Thais haemastoza overlaps with NuceLlain Portugal.

"Lydia, a sellerof purple,of the citiesof Thyatira"
(Acts of the Apostles:xvi l4)
A purple dye industry, based on extracts from the hypobranchial gland of various
Muricacean whelks, flourished in the Eastern Mediterranean from Old Testament and
Ancient Egyptian times until the fall of Constantinoplein l453AD. Baker (1974) summarises the historical and chemical basis of this industry. It appearsthat the principle
speciesinvolved were the Thaidid Thais haemastomaand.theMuricid s Bolinus brandaris,
B. cornutus and Phyllonotus trunculus. It is less widely known that there was a comparable
(although much smaller) dyeing industry in Ireland based on Nucella lapiltus which
seemsto have been known of as far away as Minehead in Somerset(Cole, l6g5).
The chemical constitution of the dye is 6,6'-dibromoindigotin (Baker, 1974). There
is, however, no purple compound visible in the hypobranchial glands of any of the above
molluscs. An extract from the gland is white in colour, but there "will presently appear
a pleasant light green colourl and if placed in the sun it will change into the following
colours: light green, deep green, full sea green, watchet blue, purplish red, very deep
purple red" (Cole, 1685,quoted by Baker, 1974).
There is considerable doubt as to the identity of the colour named "Tyrian Purple" for
a wide range of colours may be obtained from Mediterranean muricids, depending on rhe
speciesused and the processemployed.Those interestedshould consult Baker 0974).

3. GEOGRAPHICAL

DISTRIBUTION

N. lapillus is widely distributed on rocky shores bordering the North Atlantic Ocean
between (approximately) the l9'C summer isotherm and the - l'C winter isotherm for
oceanic waters (Moore, 1936), apart from areas of reduced salinity-such as the Baltic
Sea. In Europe, the southern limit is either Cabo Sagres(Nobre, 1931)closeto Cape St.
Vincent (Portugal) at 37'N or the Straits of Gibraltar (Fretter & Graham, 1985) from
whence it extends northwards, around the North Cape of Norway, into the White Sea to
reach 73'N on the west coast of Novaya Zemlya (Cooke, l9l5). It reaches into the
Skagerrack and along the Swedish shores of the Kattegar, bur is uncommon in Denmark
(Fretter & Graham, 1985). In North America, the range is much more restricted. The
southern limit is near Montauk at the eastern end of Long Island (New york),41.N.
Cooke found no mention of living animals being found north of Notre Dame Bay in
Newfoundland (50"N) whilst Bousfield(1960) simply says"southern Labrador".
Amongst the North Atlantic Islands, it is abundanr on rhe Lofotens and Faroes, widely
distributed (but of sporadic occurrence) around Iceland, passing the Arctic Circle on
islands off the north coast. It may still be present in south-western Greenland (seeCooke,
l9l5; Madsen, 1936;and Stephenson& Stephenson)1972).Thorson (1941)suggeststhat
living specimenshave been found in rV. Greenland, but he also cites the Azores amongst
further distribution where they are not now found alive. Fossils occur in the Canaries
(Talavera,Kardas & Richards, 1978).
Crothers (1983b) included a series of figures showing the geographical trends in shell
shape variation. These are reproduced here by permission of the Linnean Societv of
London.
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Frc. 36.
The occurrence of coloured and banded N. lapillus in samples collected around the British Isles. The black slice of each pie
indicates the proportion ofcoloured individuals in each sample (most ofwhich were taken for an examination of"teeth" or shell
shape). From Berry and Crorhers (1974). Reproduced by permission ofthe authors and the Zoologicial Society ofLondon.
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DOG.WHELKS
This paper should have suggestedmany lines of worthwhile investigation, and observations of real populations on the shore will undoubtedly throw up others, but it may be
helpful to list some topics here. The reader may think that the result is already known,
but all too often different populations behave in different ways so that although there may
be an expectedresult to an investigation it will not be a foregone conclusion.
The first group of suggestionsthat follow can all be carried out on a single visit to the
shore or group of shores. In all casesit would be entirely reasonableto repeat the results
in different years (or in different seasonsof the same year).
When designing projects reference should be made to the Open University Project
Guide (Chalmers & Parker, 1985) which includes instructions concerning relevant
statisticaltests.
Food and feeding
There is a range of topics requiring little more than the ability ro recogniseand identify
the prey being attacked. For example:
1 . Are the dog-whelksselectingpreg speciesin theproportions in which thoseanimals occuron
the rock surfaceat that leaelon the shore?
Make a table, ranking the prey species(a) in their order of abundance and (b) in order
of the preference shown for them by the dog-whelks.
It will be best, in the first instance, to concentrate on adult dog-whelks and simply
count the number feeding on each type of prey. The easiest way of assessingthe
abundance of potential prey speciesis to work out a density value (number of individuals
per square metre of rock surface) for each one. For barnacles a quadrat of 0.01 m2 is
plenty large enough but for limpets and winkles a 0.1 m2 is best.
If the table suggests that the predators are showing selection (in other words the
columns appearto be different), test the likelihood of this using an appropriate statistical
ICSt.

2. Do thefood preferencesof dog-whelkschangewith agefsize?
Divide the dog-whelk population up into size classes.Most will be adults, and there
ought to be two discreteyear classessmallerthan those.They are not necessarilyall living
at the same level on the shore. Proceed as for (1), comparing the rank order of the two
immature size classeswith that for the adults,
3. Foranyoneofthepreyspecies,arethedog-whelksselectingparticularsizesofaictim?
This will be difficult to carry out on barnacles, but comparatively easy for mussels,
limpets or other snails.
Collect the victims being attacked by dog-whelks (avoid the temptation to 'cheat' and
collect predated shells-some sizes may last longer than others once the original owner
has died) and measure them in some convenient way. Shell length is probably the best.
Measure a similar number of living potential prey (of the same species!)chosenar random
from the prey population. Treat the data in the same way as for (l) above. You cannot use
a parametric test becausethe size-frequency of the potential prey population is unlikely
to be normal.

Note the heavy: this is not worth attempting unless the predation pressure is (a)
considerable and (b) localised.
Compare the size frequency and/or density of potential prey species within and
without the areas of heavy predation. Be careful to recognise areas which have been
worked-over by the whelks in the past, and remember that Nucella will feed at different
shore levels at different times of the year.
5 . If there are diflerent speciesof whelk occurring together,are they selectingprey in the same
manner?
Ocenebraerinacea or Urosalpinx cinerea (Fig.35) may be found with N. lapillus on
some shores.Proceedas for (l).
Predators
Herring Gulls and Eiders swallow dog-whelks whole and subsequently eject the shells
(still entire) with their pellets or faeces.Both seem to have favoured resting sites where
these things may be found. Oystercatchers may wedge the shells into a crevice and chip
away at the lip. They frequently leave sufficient of the shell to allow us to recognise its
original size and shape.
6. If predated dog-zt:helkshellsare available and gou can collectabout 30 specimens.
Has the
predator selecteda particular sizefshapefcolour
aariety of dog-whelkas prey?
The procedure is the same as for (3) above but care should be taken to compare the
predatedshellswith living onesfrom the samepopulation. It may be necessaryto observe
the birds and seewhere thev feed.
Variation
These topics fall into three main groups: (a) recognising the pattern of variation and
seeking to correlate its occurrence with some environmental factor; (b) seeking to find
some differences in ability or behaviour between morphologically-different animals; (c)
searchingfor evidenceof selection.
7. Do the dog-whelksin this region aarjt in someeasily-recognised
parameter (for example;
adult sizefshell shapelshell thicknesslbodycolourlshell colour or banding pattern) with
exposureto wave action?
Categorisethe sites into exposure grades,using Ballantine's scale if applicable, and
collect comparable numbers of liz;ing dog-whelks from each of the different grades,
taking care to collect the animals at random-or) at least, without conscious bias for the
charactersto be investigated.
Proceedthereafteras for (1).
8. Do the different morphs (be they different colour, adult size, shell shape,etc.) show the
samefood preferences?
Repeat (2) but compare groups of adult dog-whelks that differ on one morphological
feature-i.e. size or colour, not size and colour. For this to have any meaning the different
morphs must be familiar with the same range of potential prey. If this is not true, it may
be necessaryto collect animals from a range of sites, mark them and releasethem again on
a single site some considerable time before the project is to be carried out.

idea is to investigate changes in variability with age. It is necessary to find a
character with an invariant mean-i.e. one in which the mean does not change significantly with age. Berry & Crothers (1967) used length divided by the cube root of the
dry weight, but there are probably others. A decreasein variability (as indicated by the
standard deviation or variance) is evidence for selection: an increase probably indicates
the development of features associatedwith maturity and the development of secondary
sexualcharacters.
In most populations shell length is closely related to age in immature Nucella, so rhe
task is to plot the variability of the character under investigation against shell length.
Longer term proiects
If it is practicable to make repeated visits to the same site over a period of months or
years a programme of capture/mark/releaseand recapture will add a further dimension to
the whole range of topics available.
In the short term shells may be marked with blobs of paint or even by writing on them
with a pencil, but a more permanent mark may be made by cutting a groove into the shell
lip with a hacksaw. The groove is repaired but the "scar" remains. It is necessaryto mark
very large numbers to achieve any useful result.
The only real problem with all these lies in marking out the study area for it will rarely
be possibleto delimit a discreteenclaveof the animals.
10. What is the area of the panmictic unit? Or , in other utords, hou f ar do they roam?
This simply involves marking out a small area, collecting and marking all the dogwhelks within it, releasing them again into the same area. On each subsequent visit
the distance of the marked animals from the releasepoint is measured. Plotting these
distancesagainst time gives a mean rate of dispersal whilst the distancesthemselves
indicate the general amount of movement shown bv those individuals on that shore.
11. Do someof the morphssttrt,iz,e
betterthan others?
Comparing the recaptureswith the original data on the marked animals released,have
some morphs survived better than others? Have coloured/bandedor rvhite ones done
best?Are bigger adults favoured over smaller ones?Are squat shellsmore successfulthan
elongatedones?etc., etc.
12. Are individual whelksselectingparticular prey,species?
Devise a marking code so that dog-whelks found feeding on the different prey species
can be so distinguished. Revisiting the site at intervals (of at least a week) note whether
the marked animals are feeding on the same prey or not. The data can be anaiysed using
a 12 test.
13. Do whelksfed on prey a grow faster or slowerthan thosefed on prey b?
Considering simply the non-adult component of (l l) above, measure the new growth
of shell since the mark. Bearing in mind that growth rate is related to size in a non-linear
manner, compare growth rates of whelks of the same initial size marked as feeding on
different prey.

and mark the dog-whelks remaining. Remove all the empty barnacle (or mussel) shells.
Ideally, count the number of prey items available. Photograph? Revisiting a month or so
later, count the number of empty barnacles (perforated mussel shells) or otherwise
examine the depradations of the dog-whelks. How far have they moved?
15. lVhat happenswhen thefar.touredfood is not aztailable?
Having carried out (1)r delimit an experimental area, record and mark the dog-whelks
within it, remove the preferred food animals (or, if that is impractical, move the dogwhelks onto an alternative food supply at the same tidal leael). On subsequent visits
observe the locations of the marked animals. Have they moved in search of the preferred
food or have they accepted a second choice? How far have they moved this time? The
sameas in (14)?
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